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Introduction 

Natural language processing (NLP) is one of the ways to establish interaction between 

humans and computers. Machine translation is one of the applications of NLP. In a 

linguistically diverse country like India, linguistic variations may cause hindrance to 

communication. Cost effective automatic translations from Sanskrit to Indian languages 

are highiy uesirable. Attempts are made towards this direction by Dr. Amba Kulkarni, 

Sanskrit Research Academy, Melkote through their Semusi project and also the Desika 

system of CDAC has touched upon the issue. These researches are done at the 

morphological level. At the stage of machine translation it is necessary to have the idea of 

collocation gender at the level of noun phrase. Many Indian languages have gender 

agreement between substantive and adjective and also have gender agreement between 

the verb and the agent in a sentence. Without correct gender information of the source 

language and also of the target language the whole translation will be wrong. 

The scope of this dissertation is to comprehensively analyze simple Sanskrit Noun 

phrases (NP) with a hierarchy of increasing complexity, and develop an online system 

which will recognize and analyse the gender of the individual NP and higher NPs by -

morphological analysis and lexical interfacing and cross linkages with and among 

linguistic resources. The immediate application of such a system will be to test 

grammaticality (in terms of gender agreement) of Sanskrit sentences. The system can also 

be used as a :sub-component in a larger NL system for Sanskrit. Finally, this system will 

be critical to any Sanskrit- Indian language Machine Translation application or research. 

The objectives of this dissertation are, 

o to evolve a mechanism to figure out gender from priitipadika from subanta padas, 

o to develop an extensive example base which can be used to identify gender of 

Sanskrit words, 

o to develop rules to identify gender and as well as to separate multiple noun 

phrases in a sentence, 



o to develop rules to check the gender agreement in a noun phrase, depending on 

Paninian rules, 

· o to develop a mechanism that could suggest the collocation gender of a San::~krii 

noun phrase in respect to a target language, for example, Hindi. 

o to adapt Monier Williams Sanskrit Digital Dictionary (MWSDD) of Louis Bontes 

for analytical purpose, 

o to adapt available e-corpora and customize them for gender analysis purpose, 

o to build a servlet based online Java engine which will consult the rule base, 

example base and the linguistic resources to analyze gender in a Sanskrit text and 

to be on identical platform with the other application modules of Sanskrit analysis 

For this Research and Development (R&D), the methodology of computational Sanskrit 

and software engineering has been used. This R&D is based on a hybrid approach of rule 

base and example base. The study consists of descriptive, analytical as well as application 

work. The study i~ based on the primary and secondary resources available on the topic. 

The primary sources include the PaQ.inian A~!adhyayi, Linganusasana, Siddhantakaumudi 

(SK) of Bhanojidik~ita, Kasikavrtti of Vamana and Jayaditya, Mahabha~ya (MB) of 

Patanjali, Vakyapadiya of Bhtrhari, Amarako~a of Amarasirhha, adapted MWSDD by 

Louis Bontes and adapted and customized e-corpora. Secondary materials include several 

books of grammar, published articles and information on the internet. 

As part of the research, various linguistic resources were developed and adapted 

according to the need of the system. To build a corpus of Sanskrit words, a lexicon of 

place name, nouns was developed and MWSDD was adapted to Devaniigarf UTF-8. A 

verb and indeclinable database is also adapted to exclude the tilianta (verb form) and 

indeclinable (avyaya) of processing. An example base of pratipadikas which appear in 

Linganusana are developed with adequate gender information for both Sanskrit and Hindi. 

Another example base of words of Amarko~a are also developed with gender information. 

For online processing of Sanskrit text, a Java based web-application has also been 

developed. 
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The basic design of the system is given below 

Input Sanskrit Text 

Unanalyzed 
text 

Analyzed text 

Use of lexicon 

Application of 
Subanta analyzer 

Check again in lexicon for 
the gender information 
after obtaining of 
priitipadika 

Remaining text without gender information Application 
of rules 

Check gender agreement between the noun phrases. 

Suggest the gender of the verb forms in the 
corresponding Hindi replacement. 

The dissertation is divided into four chapters. 
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o The First Chapter discusses about computational morphology and the place of 

gender in morphology. It also discusses about the necessity of gender analysis in 

Sanskrit language and about the importance of collational gender of noun phrase 

of the source language and also of the target language in Machine translation. It 

also consists of a brief survey of gender analyzer as well as morphological 

analyzer of especially Sanskrit and other Indian Languages. In this chapter there 

are also surveys of the major projects related to morphological analysis for other 

Indo European languages. 

o The Second chapter discusses the gender in Sanskrit. It consists of the theories of 

what is to be considered as grammatical gender in Sanskrit, based on Patanjali's 

Mahabha~ya and Batrhari's Vakyapadiya. In this chapter there are discussions 

about the rules for determining the gender of Sanskrit words based on A~tadhyayi 

and Lil).ganus asana. In Sanskrit, words are formed after adding different affixes. 

Feminine affixes are used after nominal stem to denote feminine. A list of 

feminine suffixes and the examples of those words are given in this chapter. At 

the end of this chapter, there is a brief discussion that how gender determines the 

changes in agreement in Hindi sentences, and how the gender is important while 

translating from source language (here it is Sanskrit) to target language (here it is 

Hindi). 

o The Third chapter contains a discussion about Sanskrit noun phrases . The 

characteristics of simple Sanskrit NPs and the basic structure of them are 

described here. This chapter consists of how the gender agreements are taking 

place among the various components ofNPs. It also discusses the basic algorithm 

of the gender analyzer system. The 111les which are adapted to figure out gender 

from Sanskrit text are also described here in details. This chapter also has a list of 

corpora which are used to test the system. 
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o The Fourth chapter discusses the implementation aspects of the system, such as 

the front end, Java objects, databases, linguistic resources (corpus and rule bases 

and example bases), how they work and what the basic requirements of the 

system are. 

The limitations of the system and its implications for future research have been 

summarized in the concluding part of ihe dissertation. A portable CD has also been 

enclosed with the dissertation which comprises the sample data of each linguistic 

resources and a screenshot of the interface with the URL of the system. The system is 

already accessible at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.i11 
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Chapterl: Cvmputational Morphology and Grammatical Gender in 

Indian Languages 

1.1 Computational Morphology 

Computational Morphology (CM) is concerned with lexical analysis and generation using 

computational techniques and algorithms. Indian languages are rich in morphology and 

relatively word-order free. Consequently, words have a larger role to play in Indian 

languages. In the Indian context, the building of morphological analyzers is critical. 

Natural languages contain an open list of words and which changes dynamically. 

However, this infinity of words may have been produced from a finite collection of 

smaller units comprising of roots, stems and affixes. The task of CM therefore is to 

account for the underlying mechanism responsible for such processes in such a manner, 

that cross-linguistic generalizations can be done and language neutral models be evolved. 

Grammatical gender is a morphological category associated with the expression of 

gender through inflection or agreement. In Sanskrit, except verb and aryaya, every word 

has gender and there is an intra-phrasal gender agreement between compatible non verb 

categories and also between non verb and krdanta verbs. 

In most modem Indian languages, grammatical gender plays an important role in 

sentence formation, for example in Hindi, Marathi, etc. So while translating the Sanskrit 

text in these languages it is necessary to keep track of gender of the words and their 

appropriate gender agreement. In absence of a correct gender analysis of Sanskrit NPs, 

the target language translations will be wrong. For example-

I) Sanskrit: 

{ ( [ sundaraf:l ]ADJ _MAS [balakal]. ]N _MAS ( [ sundari]ADJ _ FEM [balika]N _ FEM) 

[c]CONJ) NP ([agachatai].]V)VP} 

(NP --NUM--VP)AGR 
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2) Hindi: 

{ ( (suridara]ADJ_MAS (la<!aka]N_MAS 

[la~aki]N _FEM) ) NP ([ate hai:l]V)VP }S 

(NP ----NUM GEN----VP)AGR 

[aur]CONJ ( [sunardar]ADJ_FEM. 

Comparing (l) and (2), we can see that Hindi requires gender information in addition to 

the number information. Therefore from a sentence like (l) where gender of each noun 

phrases in the conjunct noun phrase has to be figured, and then a collocational gender has 

to be assigned to the NP keeping in mind the rules of the target language (Hindi in this 

case). 

Therefore, the intra-phrasal gender agreement (within a phrase, for example between 

adjective and noun) and long-distance or inter-phrasal gender agreement (across phrases, 

for example between a noun phrase and a verb phrase) in Indian languages has been very 

important for natural language analysis engines for obvious reasons. As shown in (l) and 

(2), an incorrect recognition of gender marking in the head noun can have disastrous 

results. It can lead to a wrong understanding of the coilocation gender of the noun phrase 

and then to an ungrammatical sentence due to invalid subject-verb agreement. While 

latter is not true of Sanskrit and many eastern Indo Aryan languages like Maithili, Bangia, 

Assamese and Oriya; most other Indian languages are very strict about gender agreement 

at the level of verbs. For Sanskrit, the gender agreement at the noun phrase level is 

critical, and the language enforces this agreement through what we call 'intra-phrasal 

constraints'. 

One of the important goals CM R & D in the Indian context should be, to understand 

these constraints and correctly formalize them for machines so that any larger natural 

language system like a translation system can give correct translation in the target 

language. Therefore, such computer systems are in great demand not only for Sanskrit 

but for other Indian languages as well. Unfortunately none such system exists for Sanskrit 

till date. 
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1.1.1 Goals and methods in CM 

The most basic task in computational morphology is to take a string of characters or 

phonemes as input and deliver an analysis as output or generate new words. The problem 

of recognizing that 'foxes' breaks down in two morphemes, 'fox' and '-es' is an example 

of morphological parsing. In the domain of NLP, this parsing can be morphological, 

syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic, in the form of a string, or a tree, or a network. In the 

domain of information retrieval, stemmers are used to reduce as many related words and 

word forms as possible to a common canonical word. In Chinese, Japanese or Korean, 

words in a sentence are not separated by blanks or punctuation marks. Morphological 

analysis is used to perform the task of automatic word separation. In Japanese language, 

many input systems use kana- kanji character conversion. The whole text is typed in kana 

character and the relevant portions are subsequentiy converted to kaPJi. This mapping 

from kana to kanji is quite ambiguous. Combinations of statistical and ::norphological 

methods are applied to solve such tasks. Another application of computational 

morphology is lemmatization. It is the process of finding the corresponding dictionary 

form for a given input word. Broadly the applications can be divided into two section, 

analysis and word builders. Analysis can be divided into taggers, chunkers, word breaker 

or lemmatizer. Paradigm generator comes under word builders. 

1.1.2 Methods followed so far 

While performing different kinds of tasks, different methods are used in computational 

linguistics. These are rule based string processing techniques, as well as finite state 

techniques. 
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1.1.2.1 Cut and paste method 

Cut and paste is a very popular method in computational linguistics. Here canonical form 

is obtained by removing and concatenating morphemes at the end of a string .The best 

known ancestor of these systems dates back to the I 960s1
• 

Another system known as Morphogen (Petheroudakis, I 99 I) is a commercial toolkit for 

creating sophisticated cut and paste analyzers2
• The Magic (Schuller, Zierl, 1993) is a 

cut and paste rule based system in which rules are applied in advance to produce the right 

allomorph for every allowed combination of a morpheme3 

1.1.2.2 Finite State techniques 

Finite state techniques are used in cases where large lexicons are to be checked. It also 

explains morphotactics better than the cut-paste methou. Automatic recognition and 

generation of word forms was introduced in early 80s. Rules of morphological 

alternations could be implemented using FSTs as a finite state network (Johnson 1972, 

Kaplan and Kay 1994)4
• First practical application of this model appeared in the 90s 

(Koskenniemi 83, Karttunen 1993, Antworth 1990, Kartunnen and Beesley 1992, Ritchie, 

Russell et al, 1992, sproat 1992f These systems used linked letter trees for the lexicon 

and parallel FSTs encoding morphemic alternations. The FS technic··es are generally 

used for searching large scale spellchecking wordlists. They also allow bi-directional 

processing (i.e. both generation and analysis can be performed). 

1 Allen, J., Hunnicutt, M. S., and Klatt, D. (1987). From text to speech---the M!Talk system. MIT Press, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. 

2 Petheroudakis, J. (1991 ). MORPHOGEN automatic generator of morphological information for base form reduction. 
Technical report, Executive Communication Systems ECS, Provo, Utah. 

3 Schuller, G., Zierl, M., and Hausser, R. (1993). MAGIC. A tutorial in computational morphology. Technical report, 
Friedrich-Alexander Universitat, Erlangen, Germany. 

4 Kaplan, Ronald M., and Kay, Martin (I 981 ). Phonological Rules and Finite-State Transducers. Paper presented at 
the Annual Meeting of the Linguistic Society of America. New York. 

5 Kimmo Koskenniemi. Two-level morphology: A general computational mode/for word form recognition and 
production. Publication No: II, Department of General Linguistics, University of Helsinki, 1983. 
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1.2 Existing research in this area 

In Indo European, Dravidian and Semitic language families, gender agreement plays an 

.important role in sentence construction. So linguists have tried to build different kinds of 

analyzer systems for those languages. The computational analysis of gender is related to 

those languages through morphological analysis and grammar checking in those 

languages. 

1.2.1 Existing computational analyzer of grammatical gender for Sanskrit 

Though no applied work in Sanskrit grammatical gender has been done so far, some 

related work has been done. The Indian Heritage Group of the Centre for Development of 

Advanced Computing (C-DAC) has done some work in the related areas. The system 

called DESIKA6 claims to process all the words of Sanskrit; includes generation and 

analysis (parsing); has an exhaustive database based on amarako~a, a rule-base using the 

grammar rules of Ptil}ini's A~ftidhytiyf and heuristics based on nytiya & mimtimsa stistras 

for semantic and contextual processing. Desikii which is available at the TOIL site does 

only subanta generation. 

The Academy of Sanskrit Rest:arch, 7 ASR Melkote claims to have achieved the 

identification of gender of words. The name of this project is Semusi (Sanskrit noun 

generation and analysis). This Subanta module generation has a Lexicon consisting of 

words in Amarako~a (9000 subanta base) which can generate more than 2,16,000 cases 

of inflected forms. It generates all the forms in 7+ I vibhakti (cases) and 3 vacana 

(Numbers) (24 forms) or any one of the opted forms of any chosen subanta base 

available in the database. It also generates multiple forms, if any. It can analyze the forms 

of any given case inflected form of the Subanta base available in database. It claims to 

identify the ant a (Ending), /iliga (Gender) and pratipadika (Base). It can display multiple 

identifications. 

6 De5ika (Natural Language Understanding System), http://tdil.mit.gov.in/download/Desikahtm 
7 http://www.sanskritacademy.org/ About.htm 
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Sanskrit morph analyzer, developed by Amba h.ulkami,8 analyzes Sanskrit string into 

gender number etc. The system can not analyze krdanta forms and karmm:zi forms of verb. 

The system can not check the gender agreement between words in a sentence. 

Dr. Gerard Huet, Director, INRIA has develoiJed various computational tools for Sanskrit, 

which are available online. 9 Among them !emmatizer and Sanskrit readers are the 

analyzers. The Lemmatizer tries to tag a given simple inflected noun or a verb (without 

upasarga-s), the Sanskrit Reader Companion analyses a given phrase or a simple 

sentence, segments it into individual words, tags each word and parses the input. Modular 

transducers are applied to constrain the lexical analyzer to recognize the stream of forms. 

Over generation of segmentation and ambiguity of tags are checked by semantic role 

analysis similar to Pal).ini's kiiraka theory and also by governance patterns ofverbs. 10 

1.3 R&D for other Indian languages 

Other than Sanskrit, the researches are going on to develop morphological analyzer for 

other Indian Languages in different institutes in India. In the Indian institute of Science 

and Technology, Mumbai, the morphological analyzer and stemmer have been developed. 

These will assist in Hindi part of speech tagging task. Here the system analyses the input 

(a sentence) in the category ofvowe! ending, valid suffix of a word, gender, number, and 

person and case information. The verb analysis covers tense, aspect, modal, gender and 

number. Here stemmer is functioning as initial tagger providing grammatical category of 

input words. It helps in finding the category of unknown words (not present in dictionary) 

by looking at the attached suffix. Compound nouns and proper nouns have not been 

handled yet. 

8 http:/lltrc.iiit.net/-anusaaraka/SAN _ MO/test_san _ mo.html 
9

• http://sanskrit.inriafr/ 
10

. Ibid. 
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1.3.1 Hindi 

A Hindi morphological tagger was developed by Vasu Renganathan. 11 After entering a 

Hindi sentence it tags the words of the sent-;:nce in person, number and also in gender. 

1.3.1.2 Hindi Word Net 

A Hindi v;~::d net u!ong \Vith Marathi word net developed by Dr. Puspaka Bhattacarya 

and his team is available at http://\-V\Vw.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/wordneUwebhwn/. The word net 

has both Hindi and English interface. According to Dr. Bhattacarya, the Hindi word net is 

a system for bringing together different lexical and semantic relations between the Hindi 

words. It organizes the lexical information in terms of word meanings and can be termed 

as a lexicon based on psycholinguistic principles. The design of the Hindi word net is 

inspired by the famous English WordNet. 

1.3.2 Bangia 

Morphological analyzer of inflectional compound words in Bangla12 has been developed. 

It is implemented in PC-KIMMO version 2, which is based on two-level morphology. It 

is said that the system gives 100% correct results. The compound words are used from 

Bangia grammar book and from literature. Morphological rules for simple words found in 

literature have been used in this system. It also handles the ambiguities resulting from 

inflection deletion or the lack thereof. 

1.3.2.1 Spell checker 

A spell checker has been developed by lSI Kolkata. 13 It is a tool to detect errors in 

Bangia words and correcting them by providing a set of correct alternatives which 

includes the intended word. An erroneous word can belong to one of two distinct 

categories, namely, non-word error and real-word error. In this spell-checker, only non-

11 http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/plc/tarnilweb/hindi.html 

12 http://www.springerlink.com/content/m2gr7lt8v0cjre54/fulltext.pdf 

13 B. B. Chauhduri and T. Pal, Detection of word error position and correction using reverse word dictionary', Inti. 
Conf. On Computational Linguistics, Speech and Document Processing ICCLSDP'98, February 18-20, 1998, pp, C41-
C46, B. B. Chauhduri, A Novel Spell-checker for Bangia Text Based on Reversed-Word Dictionary, Vivek, Vol. 14(4), 
pp. 3-12, October 2002. 
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word errors are considered. Word errors can be classified into four major types namely, 

substitution, deletion, insertion, and transposition error. In Bangia, wrong uses of 

characters, which are phonetically similar to the correct ones i::; observed. A great deal of 

confusion occurs in the use of long and short vowels, aspirated and unaspirated 

consonants, dental and cerebral nasal consonants due to phonetic similarity. Another type 

of error is typographical error which is caused by the accidental slip of fingers on the 

keys which are neighbours of the intended key. In this spell-checker, the main technique 

of error detection is based on matching the candidate string in the normal as well as in the 

dictionary. To make the system more powerful, this approach is combined with a 

phonetic similarity key based approach where phonetically similar characters are mapped 

into a single symbol and a nearly-phonetic dictionary of words is formed. Using this 

dictionary, phonetic errors can be easily detected and corrected. Here a candidate string 

first passes through the phonetic dictionary. If the word is not found in the dictionary and 

also failed to give suggestion then it tries to divide the word in root part and suffix part by 

separately verifying both. If an error is found, the spell-checker attempts to provide 

suggestion. If it fails, it checks whether the string is a conjunct word generated by 

appending two noun word and suffix. Option for adding new words permanently or 

temporarily is provided in the spell checker. 

1.3.2.2 Morphological Analyzer ami Synthesizer14 

Media Lab Asia Research Laboratory at liT Kharagpur15 has designed a morphological 

analyzer and synthesizer for Bengali. The morphological analyzer can identify the tense, 

aspect, modality and person of an inflected verb. The morphological analyzer has been 

modelled as finite state transducers which are given a root and TAM and GNP 

information as input. The transducer's job is to generate the correct inflected form of the 

word by adding the appropriate suffix for Bengali. Verbs were classified according to the 

vowels present in them. The modus operandi of the synthesizer is to determine the 

category of the root, given an input. It then accordingly synthesizes the ultimate form of 

14 http://www.mlaiitkgp.ernet.in/technology.html 
15 http://www.mlaiitkgp.ernet.in!Resource/index.html 
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the word depending on the input TAM GNP parameters. The numbers of exceptions are 

limited, and have been trapped easily. 

1.3.3 Manipuri 

A morphological analyzer for Manipuri langqage 16 has been developed at liT Guwahati. 

The morphological analysis determines the syntactic properties of Manipuri words and it 

comprises of the following three major functions, Morphographemics, Morphotactics and 

Feature Combination. The analyzer is modeled to treat orthographic variations, sequential 

and non-sequential morphotactic constrains and combination of morphosyntactic features. 

The morphological processing is based on the grammatical rules and the dictionaries: root 

and affix dictionary. A model tagger is used to tag the analyzed word. The tagger tags the 

lexical category of the root and the grammatical category of the affixes. Here the focus is 

mainly on the derivational and inflectional morphology of nouns and verbs. It takes an 

unknown word as input and produces the morphological structure of the word. The 

Morphological Analyzer is composed mainly of three modules: Segmentation, 

Morphosyntactic Analyzer and Tagging. The morphological analyzer takes the input and 

refers to segmentation module, which divides the input into root and affixes (prefix or 

suffix). After the segmentation is done, the root and affixes are supplied to the next 

module for checking the morphosyntactic features or rules. The tagging module performs 

the identification of morpheme meaning or category of each morpheme. The output text 

comes only after the tagging is completed. 

Along with Manipuri morphological analyzer, the Assamese morphological analyzer has 

also been developed by liT Guwahati. Both analyzers are used in the spell checker 

system of respective languages. 

16 http://www.springerlink.com/content/1 fnfmn8qwd6xq4kr/fulltext.pdf 
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1.3.4 Oriya 

The PG Department of Comp. Sc. and Application, Utkal University, Bhubaneswar has 

deveioped Oriya Morphological Analyzer (OMA), a computational model for the analysis 

and generation ofOriya language. 17 The major contents ofOMA are: 

i) Pronoun Morphology (PM), 

ii) Inflectional Morphology (IM) and 

iii) Derivational Morphology (OM). 

Developers have developed and implemented the Decision Tree (OT) and its respective 

algorithm of each type of morphology, through which OMA runs. While performing 

morphological analysis, OMA not only deals with the study of words but also its 

morphemes. The OMA system hRs been designed on the basis of Object-Oriented 

Approach (OOA). By use ofthis design methodology, different functions can be added or 

deleted to the existing system conveniently. Pronoun Morphology and Inflection 

Morphology have been implemented in the OMA in such a manner that it successfully 

runs with the OriNet system, Oriya Spell Checker (OSC) and Oriya Grammar Checker 

(OGC). The OSC handles any type of word (derived, inflectional or root) using the OMA. 

It also provides sufficient interface for applications involved in Oriya Machine 

Translation (OMT), Word-Net for Oriya (OriNet), Oriya Spell Checker (OSC) and Oriya 

Grammar Checker (OGC). All these developments have been worked out on the basis of 

the syntactic approach of Sanskrit language 

1.3.5 Punjabi 

The Advanced Centre for Technical Development to Punjabi Language Literature and 

Culture has developed the Punjabi morphological analyzer and developer. The software 

on click of a mouse, displays the list of all the possible word forms of any Punjabi root 

word, along with their respective grammatical information. The grammatical information 

will be different for different word classes, like for nouns it will provide its gender, 

number, and case, for verbs it will give tense, phase, aspect, etc. The software can also 

17 http:/lwww .ilts-utkal.org/oriyamorphological.htm 
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identify the grammatical attributes of any Punjabi word. The software can also be used to 

search for any Punjabi word in it to know its root and other grammatical information. 

The database used in the software consists of more than ! . 72 lakh Punjabi words, 

grouped into 22 word classes such as noun, personal pronoun, reflexive pronoun, verb, 

inflected and uninflected adverb, inflected and uninflected adjective, conjunction, 

interjection etc. 

1.3.6 Gujrati 

The Gujarati spell checker along with Gujarati morphological analyzer is in the last stage 

of development by the resource centre for Indian language technology solutions-Gujarati, 

Maharaja Savajirao University of Baroda. Morphological Analyzer covers the analysis of 

nouns and verbs of the language. 

1.3.7 Tamil 

The Morphologicai analyzer for Tamil 18 has been developed by the AU-KBC Research 

centre of Anna University. The aim of the analyzer is to strip a word of its inflections. 

The system is based on a finite automata state table. The analyzer first checks whether the 

given word is a root or not. If the given word is a root, then the analyzer will print the 

grammatical features of that word. Otherwise it will check whether there are morphemes 

in the given word. Every time the word is checked to find whether any root is present in 

it or not after cutting the morpheme. If there is no match found in the state table then the 

analyzers will check whether there is any sandhi present in the given word. 

At the www.languageinindia.com site, there is a theoretical discussion about 

computational morphology of Tamil verbal complex by S. Rajendran, S.Viswanathan, 

and Ramesh Kumar. The system takes help from above mentioned Tamil morphological 

analyzer and is based on finite state automaton. It analyzes verbal complex into minimal 

meaningful units (which includes suffixes and bound auxiliary verbs) and assigns 

semantic features to each unit, and generates verbal complex out of the same meaningful 

18 http://www.au-kbc.org/research _ areas/nlp/projects/morphldocument.html 
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units. The preparation of a morphological analyzer, in which the processing of verbal 

complex forms a part, has many natural language applications such as parsing, text 

generation, machine translation, preparing dictionary tools and lemmatization. It abo 

helps in speech applications such as text-to-speech synthesizing and speech recognition 

and in word processing applications like spell checking and text input and in retrieval of 

documents. Finding the categorical details of the verbal :-.:miiS hdps in assigning parts-of-

speech tags to the verbal complex. 

1.3.8 Telegu 

CALTS, University of Hyderabad has developed a morphological analyzer cum spell 

checker for Telegu 19 with 97% recognition rate. It is tested on five million word corpora 

and it can be used with windows OS or in Linux. English-Telugu Machine Translation 

System is being built at CALTS in collaboration with, lilT, Hyderabad; Telugu 

University, Hyderabad; Osmania University, Hyderabad. CALTS are also developing 

morphological generation for various Indian languages particularly for Telegu, Kannada, 

Tamil, Malayalam and Oriya. 

1.3.9 Malayalam 

RCILTS-Malayalam, C-DAC, Thiruvananthapuram has designed a software subsystem 

named Nerpadam 20 that can be integrated with Microsoft word as a macro or the 

Malayalam editor stylepad developed by them, to check the spelling of words in a 

Malayalam text file. While running as a macro in word, it functions as an offline spell 

checker in the sense that one can use this software with a previously typed text file only. 

Both off line and online checking are possible when it is integrated with the text editor. It 

generates suggestions for wrongly spelt words. The system adapts a rule cum dictionary

based approach for spell checking. It incorporates a fully developed Morphological 

Analyzer for Malayalam. This module splits the input word into root word, suffixes, post 

positions etc. and checks the validity of each using the rule database. Finally it will check 

19 http:ln2.14.235.104/search?q=cache:qlkl6DegG3AJ:www.au-
kbc.org/dtkiligws/ calts.ppt+morphological+analyzer&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd= I 78&gl=in 

20 tdil.mit.gov.in!Malayalam-CDACThiruvananthapuramJuly03.pdf 
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the dictionary to find whether the root word is present in the dictionary. Ii anything goes 

wrong in this checking it is detected as an error and the error word is reprocessed to get 3 

to 4 valid words, which are displayed as suggestion. The user can add new words into a 

personalized data base file, which can be added to the dictionary if required. 

1.4. Machine translation systems 

Different machine translation systems from one Indian language to another Indian 

language have been developed since two decades. Theses systems are namely 

Anusaaraka, Anglabharati, Anubharati, Shakti etc. A MT system basically has three 

major components, viz, morphological analyzer of source language, mapping unit and the 

target language generator. The morphological analyzer splits a word into its constituent 

morphemes. These morphemes coilectiveiy describe the word grammaticaliy. The root 

word is obtained from this process, and this root word is tagged with grammatical 

information such as tense marker if it is a verb. If it is known then gender, number, 

vibhakti etc information is obtained. The mapping unit maps the root word and its 

inflection to equivalent target language terms. Generator is the reverse process of 

analyzer. Given a root word and its inflections this generates the equivalent word of the 

target language. While generating, this takes into account all the information like the 

gender, tense etc. and the equivalent word is generated accordingly. Thus in a machine 

translation system, the analysis of grammatical gender is necessary if the target and the 

source languages both have gender agreement. As a consequence, the existing machine 

translation systems are mentioned. 
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1.4.1 Anusaaraka 

_Anusaaraka21 is a computer software which renders text from one Indian language into 

another. It produces output \vhich is comprehensible to the reader, although at times it 

. might not be grammatical. Anusaaraka analyzes the source language text and presents 

exactly the same information in a language close to the target language. It does not try to 

guess using world knowledge etc. It tries to preserve information from the input to the 

output text. Anusaaraka systems are available in Kannada - Hindi, Marathi- Hindi, 

Punjabi- Hindi, Tamil- Hindi, and also English - Hindi. It is necessary to have Linux 

operating system to use these systems. 

1.4.2 Anglabharati 

liT Kanpur has developed a machine-aided translation methodology for tranaslaton from 

English to Indian languages, named Anglabharati. 22 It is a pattern directed rul~ based 

system \-Vith context free grammar like structure for English (source language). It 

generates a 'pseudo-target' (Pseudo-Interlingua) applicable to a group oflndian languages 

(target languages) such as Indo-Aryan family (Hindi, Bangia, Asamiya, Punjabi, Marathi, 

Oriya, Gujrati etc.), Dravidian family (Tamil, Telugu, Kannada & Malayalam) and others. 

A set of rules obtained through corpus analysis is used to identify plausible constituents 

with respect to which movement rules for the 'pseudo-target' is constructed. Within each 

group the languages exhibit a high degree of structural homogeneity. A language specific 

text-generator converts the 'pseudo-target' code into target language text. Paninian 

framework based on Sanskrit grammar using karaka relationship provides a uniform way 

of designing the Indian language text generators. It uses an example-base to identify noun 

and verb phrases and resolve their semantics. An attempt is made to resolve most of the 

ambiguities using ontology, syntactic & semantic tags and some pragmatic rules. The 

unresolved ambiguities are left for human post-editing. Some of the major design 

considerations in design of Anglabharti have been aimed at providing a practical aid for 

translation wherein an attempt is made to get 90% of the task done by the machine and 

I 0% left to the human post-editing; a system which could grow incrementally to handle 

21 http://www.iiit.net/ltrc/index.html 
22 http://anglahindi.iitk.ac.in/ 
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more complex situations; an uniform mechanism by which translation from English to 

majority of Indian languages with attachment of appropriate text generator modules; and 

human engineered man-machine interface to facilitate both its usage and augmentat:on. 

The translation system has also been interfaced with text-to-speech module and OCR 

input. (Add source refhere) 

1.4.3 Anubharati 

AnuBharti23 system is designed to translate Hindi to English and other languages. It has 

also been developed by liT Kanpur. Here the pre-stored examples form the basis for 

translation. The translation is obtained by matching the input sentence with the minimum 

'distance' example sentence. In our approach, we do not store the examples in the raw 

form. The examples are abstracted to contain the category/class information to a great 

extent. This makes the example-base smaller in size and further partitioning reduces the 

search space. The creation and growth of the example-base is also done in an interactive 

way. The strategy has now been generalized in AnuBharti-II to cater to Hindi as source 

language for translation to any other language, though the generalization of the example

base is dependent upon the target language. The core of AnuBharti-II architecture is a 

generalized hierarchical example-base. In absence of availability of large parallel COI)Jora, 

the example-base is augmented interactively during the development phase. Development 

of such an example-base for Hindi to other Indian languages is lot easier as compared to a 

dissimilar language. Hindi like all other Indian languages is a relatively free word-group 

order language. The example-base size grows enormously if all variations are 

incorporated into it. The input Hindi sentence is converted into a standardized form to 

take care ofword-order variations. This requires a shallow grammatical analysis of Hindi. 

This makes the paradigm used in AnuBharti-11 a hybrid paradigm. The standardized 

Hindi sentence is matched with a top level standardized example-base. In case no match 

is found then a shallow chunker is used to fragment the input sentence into units that are 

then matched with a hierarchical example-base. The translated chunks are positioned by 

matching with sentence level example base. Analysis of Hindi sentence is rule and 

heuristic based and is primarily used for deriving standardized form and for shallow 

23 http://www.cse.iitk.ac.in/usersllangtechla:mbharti.htm 
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chunking. The boundary friction problem of chunk translation composition is handled by 

the sentence level example-base with chunks. Here the chunk properties are used for 

distance computation and the chunk translation among the alternatives yielding minimum 

distance is picked up.Both of these system architectures, AnglaBharti and AnuBharti, 

have undergone a considerable change from their initial conceptualization. In 2004, 

phase-II of system development has been launched which addr .::sscs many of the 

shortcomings of the earlier architect!.lres. These are named AnglaBharti-II and 

AnuBharti-11. While AnglaBharti-II is primarily a rule-based system and AnuBharti-11 

uses EBMT as the basic paradigm for translation, both of these systems are hybridized 

with varying degree of hybridization of different paradigms.24 

1.4.4 Shakti 

Shakti system is being developed from English to Indian languages by IIIT Hyderabad.25 

!t combines ruie-based approach with statistical approach and its modular design makes it 

possible to produce machine translation systems for new target languages rapidly. It can 

be tried for three target lanuages- Hindi,Telugu and Marathi. 

1.4.5 MaTra 

MaTra 26 is a Human-Assisted translation project for English to Indian languages, 

currently Hindi, essentially based on a transfer approach using a frame-like structured 

representation. The focus is on the innovative use of man-machine synergy-the user can 

visually inspect the analysis of the system, and provide disambiguation information using 

an intuitive GUI, allowing the system to produce a single correct translation. The system 

uses rule-bases and heuristics to resolve ambiguities to the extent possible- for example, 

a rule-base is used to map English prepositions into Hindi postpositions. The system can 

work in a fully automatic mode and produce rough translations for end users. Currently, it 

works for simple sentences, and work is on to extend the coverage to complex sentences. 

The MaTra lexicon and approach is general-purpose, but the system has been applied 

24 http://www.cse. iitk.ac.in/users/rmklproj/proj .html#mt 
25 http://shakti.iiit.ac.in 
26 http://www.ncst.emet.in/matra/http://www.ncst.emet.in/matralabout.shtml 

\H-17201 
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mainly in the domains of news, annual reports and technical phrases, and has been funded 

by TDIL27
• 

1.4.6 Mantra 

The Mantra28 project is based on the TAG formalism from University of Pennsylvania. A 

sub-language English-Hindi MT system has been developed for the domain of gazette 

notifications pertaining to government appointments. In addition to translating the 

content, the system can also preserve the formatting of input Word documents across the 

translation. The Mantra approach is general, but the lexicon/grammar has been limited to 

the sub-language of the domain. Recently, work has been initiated on other language 

pairs such as Hindi-English and Hindi-Bengali, as well as on extending to the domain of 

parliament proceeding summaries. 

1.4. 7 English-Hindi MAT for news sentences19 

The Jadavpur University at Kolkata has recently worked on a rule-based English-Hindi 

MAT fer news sentences using the transfer approach. 

1.4.8 Anuvadak English-Hindi software 

Super Infosoft Pvt Ltd is one of the very few private sector efforts in MT in India. They 

have been working on a software called Anuvadak30
, which is a general-purpose English

Hindi translation tool that supports post-editing. 

1.4.9 English-Hindi Statistical MT 

The IBM India Research Lab31 at New Delhi has recently initiated work on statistical MT 

between English and Indian languages, building on IBM's existing work on statistical 

MT. 

27 http://www.tdil.mit.gov .in!fDILmeet200 I MayO !.pdf 
28 http://www.cdacindiacorn!htmllabout/success/mantra.asp 

29 http://www.jadavpur.edu/ 

30 http://www.mysmartschool.com/pls/portal/portai.MSSStatic.ProductAnuvaadak 

31 http://www.elda.org/en/proj/scalla/SCALLA200 l/SCALLA200 I Rao.pdf 
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1.5 Text-processors for Indian languages 

Text processor is one of the most frequently used applications. This is a program that 

allows writin~ pretty formatted documents, from simple letter to large manuscripts, even 

containing tables and illustrations. Text processing programs often come as part of a 

software bundle, called an office suite. It usually contains at least a word processor, a 

spreadsheet, a data base and a presentation program. Probably the most widespread office 

suite isMS Office from Microsoft, containing Word, Excel, Access and PowerPoint. 

1.5.1 Akshara 

Akshara an advanced Multi-Lingual Text Processor 32 encodes texts in a standard 

character encoding scheme such as ISCII or UNICODE. It uses character-encoded 

documents for all its operations instead of font-encoded pages. Mapping to fonts is done 

only for the purposes of display and printing - all other operations are performed on 

character encodings. Attributes are included in an open XML style markup language 

called Extensible Document Definition Language (XDL) developed by us. This makes it 

easy to convert to and from various other encoding schemes thereby ensuring highest 

levels of portability and platform independence. A unique feature of Akshara is that it 

understands the script grammar and warns if one tries to build ungrammatical syllables. It 

has been successfully used to clean up all the corpora at CIIL, Mysore. It is platform 

independent and can be used on MS Windows, Linux and many other platforms. 

Dictionaries, morphological analyzers, spell checkers, OCR systems, TTS systems, text 

processing tools including searching, sorting etc. are part of it. Several text processing 

tools, Telugu spell checker and TeJUgu TTS have already been integrated. 

1.5.2 Bilingual Punjabi/English Word Processor 

A Bilingual Punjabi/English Word processor named Likhari 33 has been developed by 

RCILTS-Punjabi at Thapar Institute of Engineering & Technology, Patiala keeping in 

view the difficulties being faced by the users while working on the currently available 

word processors. Likhari supports word processing under the windows environment and 

allows typing and processing in Punjabi Language through the common typewriter 

32 http://ildc.gov.in/telugulhtm/ Aksharahtm 
33 http://tdil.mit.gov.in!Punjabi-TIETPatialaJuly03.pdf 
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~eyboard layout. It has MS-Word compatible features and commands. It provides a 

number of features that make the use of Punjabi Language on a computer easy and 

provides a number of tools to increase the efficiency of the user. These tools include 

Bilingual Spell Checker with suggestion list, onscreen keyboard layouts with 

composition reference for Punjabi Language typing, bilingual search and replace, sorting 

as per the language, alphabetical order, technical glossaries and on:..:reen Bilingual 

dictionaries. 

1.5.3 Nashir 

RCIL TS-Urdu, Sindhi & Kashmiri, Centre for Development of Advanced Computing, 

Pune has developed a word-processor named Nashir. 34 It is claimed to be capable of 

creating documents in Perso-Arabic languages, and at the same time to layout complete 

newspapers and magazines in Urdu, Sindhi, Kashmiri, Arabic and Persian. Each 

document of the Nashir consists of a number of pages. On each page of the document, 

one can place items like text blocks, graphics, etc. It is kind of a Word processor & also 

best suited for publishing segment. Spellchecker support is added in the fuli version. 

Apart from the base dictionary for spellchecker, various domain specific dictionaries 

addition is planned. It supports Nastaliq True Type fonts (presently 2 fonts) as well as 

Naskh fonts (presently 12 fonts). Fonts for Sindhi, and Kashmiri are also added. It 

supports C-DAC & Phonetic Keyboards and also user-defined keyboards. It provides 

various drawing objects and also supports the OLE Automation. Nashir supports Urdu, 

Sindhi & Kashmiri along with English. A transliteration engine (uTRANS) has also been 

implemented in it. One can insert an ".aci" (ISCII file) file into Nashir and see the 

transliterated version in Urdu script (Naskh or Nastaliq). Rule based transliteration has 

been developed for Hindi & Punjabi. The user can save the document as HTML page, 

and thus Naskh as well Nastaliq scripts can be viewed on the Internet. A Table control is 

provided to feed tabular information in the document. Phonetic keyboard supported. Both 

Horizontal and Vertical kerning is provided to manually adjust a text. It has Horizontal 

and Vertical rulers in the GUI, dynamic font settings for the Urdu and English fonts. The 

34 tdil.mit.gov.in!UrduSindhiKashmiri-CDACPuneJuly03.pdf 
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full version of N;:.shir is now equipped with the spell checker facility. The Spellchecker 

program works as a word-level error detection and correction (single or multiple 

correction) tool. 

1.6 JawaharLll Neheru University 

The RCILTS - Sanskrit, Japanese, Chinese unit of JNU, under the leadership of Prof. 

G.V.Singh claims to have developed web based Sanskrit Language Learning System for 

the use of scholars for designing Knowledge based systems based on the Indian traditions. 

The unit has developed a computational module of A~tadhyayi of PaQ.ini, Sanskrit

English lexicon, English-Sanskrit lexicon and a lexicon of Nyaya terms. It also says that 

it has made some efforts on the sandhi analysis system. 35 

Girish Nath Jha36 has developed a Nominal Inflection Generator for Sanskrit using Prolog 

as part of his M.Phil. dissertation. This program generates all the inflections of subanta 

given a Sanskrit word with gender and ending letter information. 

1.6.1 Special Center for Sanskrit Studies, JNU 

Several language processing tools for Sanskrit and Andamanese have been developed 

under the supervision of Dr. Girish Nath Jha at the Special Center for Sanskrit Studies, 

JNU. These tools can be used online at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in. The details of some of 

them are as follows -

Sudhir Kumar Mishra37
, is working on a Karaka Analyzer for laukika Sanskrit prose text 

based on PaQ.ini's karaka formulations which can be an important component in any 

Sanskrit-Indian language translation system. As part of this research work, he has also 

worked on identification of verb inflections in Sanskrit morphology38
• 

35 RCILTS, JNU- Achievements: http://tdil.mit.gov.in/SanskritJapaneseChinese-JNUJuly03.pdf(accessed 15.1 0.2006) 
36 Jha, Girish Nath, 1993, 'Morphology of Sanskrit Case Affixes: A Computational Analysis', M.Phil., submitted to 
JNU, New Delhi. 
37 Mishra, Sudhir Kumar & Girish Nath Jha, 2004, 'Sanskrit Karaka Analyser for Machine Translation', in the 
Eroceedings of iSTRANS-2004, New Delhi, pp.224-225. 

8 Mishra, Sudhir Kumar & Girish Nath Jha, 2005, 'IdentifYing Verb Inflections in Sanskrit Morphology', in the 
proceedings ofSIMPLE-05, IIT-Kharagpur, pp.79-81 
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As part of Subash Chandra's39 M.Phil. dissertation, a Sanskrit subanta ReLognizer and 

Analyser System has been developed which is an online system running at 

http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in on Apache Tomcat platform using Java Servlet. This system has 

been developed according to Pal).inian formulation which accepts only non-joint (sandhi

rahita) Sanskrit text in Unicode Devanagari and fully depends on bot;t the rule base, 

example base and a database of other linguistic resources. The system claims to give an 

average accuracy of 91.65% accuracy, tested on some selected simple Sanskrit prose 

texts. 

Research work is also being done on learning Sanskrit language usmg e-leaming 

approach40
, tilianta analyzer using reverse Piil).inian and database approach41

, and sandhi 

analyzer applying Piil).inian and some heuristic rules.42 

R.Chandrashekhar's Ph.D. the::.is or. POS tagging of Sanskrit led to the development of a 

POS tagger for Sanskrit. The tagger is live at http://sabnskrit.jnu.ac.in. Narayan 

Chaudhary's M.Phil. thesis on Great Andamanese verb analyzer led to the development 

of a tagger for Great Andamanese Verbs. This web application is also live at the above 

site. 

39 Chandra, Subash, 2006, 'Machine Recognition and Morphological Analysis ofSubanta-padas', submitted for M.Phil 
degree at SCSS, JNU 
40 Bhowmik, Preeti & Jha, Girish Nath, 2006, 'Sanskrit Langu<.ge Pedagogy: an e-learning arproach', In the Souvenir 
Abstracts of281

h AICL, BHU, Varanasi, p.I50. 
41 Agrawal, Muktanand, 2006, 'Computational Identification and Analysis of Sanskrit Verb-forms', In the Souvenir 
Abstractsof281

h AICL, BHU, Varanasi, pp.126-127. 
42 Kumar, Sachin & Jha, Girish Nath, 2006, 'Issues in sandhi processing of Sanskrit', In the Souvenir Abstracts of 28th 
AICL, BHU, Varanasi, p.l29. 
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1.7 Morphological analyzer for Non -Indian languages 

1.7.1 PC-KIMMO 

PC-KIMMO is a new implementation for microcomputers of a program dubbed KIMMO 

after its inventor Kimmo Koskcnnic;ni (Kv3kennicmi 1983). It is of interest to 

computational linguists, descriptive linguists, and those developing natural language 

processing systems43
• The program is designed to generate (produce) and/or recognize 

(parse) words using a two-level model of word structure in which a word is represented 

as a correspondence between its lexical level form and its surface level form. Work on 

PC-KIMMO began in 1985. A PC-KIMMO description of a language consists of two 

files provided by the user: 

• a rules file, which specifies the alphabet and the phonological (or spelling) rules, 

and 

• a lexicon file, which lists lexical items (words and morphemes) and their glosses, 

and encodes morph tactic constraints. 

The theoretical model of phonology embodied in PC-KIMMO is called two-level 

phonology. The two functional components of PC-KIMMO are the generator and the 

recognizer. The generator accepts as input a lexical form, applies the phonological rules, 

and returns the corresponding surface form. It does not use the lexicon. The recognizer 

accepts as input a surface form, applies the phonological rules, consults the lexicon, and 

returns the corresponding lexical form with its gloss. 

Figure I shows the main components ofthe PC-KIMMO system 44
• 

43 http://www.sil.org/pckimmo/ accessed on 25th December 2005 

44 http:l/www.sil.org/pckimmo/ 
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+-----------+ 
RULES 

+----+------+ 
1-------+ 

I 

+-----------+ 
LEXICON ! 

+------+----+ 
+-------1 
I 

v v 
Surface Form: +------------------+ 
spies ------->I Recognizer 1----> 

+----+-------------+ 

v 
+------------------+ 

Lexical Form: 
spy+s 

(N(spy)+PLURAL) 

spies <-------1 Generator I<----- 'spy+s 
+------------------+ 

Figure 1.1 Main components of PC-KIMMO 

PC-KIMMO runs on the Windows, Macintosh and UNIX systems. There are two 

versions of the PC-KIMMO rdease, one for IBM PC compatibies and one for the 

Macintosh. Each contains the executable PC-KIMMO program, examples of language 

descriptions, and the source code library for the primitive PC-KIMMO functions. The 

PC-KIMMO executable program and the source code library are copyrighted but are 

made freely available to the general public under the condition that they not be resold or 

used for commercial purposes. The PC-KIMMO release contains the executable PC

KIMMO program, the function library, and examples of PC-KIMMO descriptions for 

various languages, including English, Finnish, Japanese, Hebrew, Kasem, Tagalog, and 

Turkish. These are not comprehensive linguistic descriptions; rather they cover only a 

selected set of data45
• 

45 http://www.sil.org/pckimmo/ 
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1.7.2 CLAWS 

CLAWS (Constituent Likelihood Automatic Word-tagging System) 46 POS tagging 

software for English text has been continuously developed by University Centre for 

Computer Corpus Research on Language (UCREL) in early 1980s. The latest version of 

the tagger, CLA WS-4, was used to :'OS tag 100 million words of the British National 

Corpus (BNC). CLAWS, has consistently achieved 96-97% accuracy (the precise degree 

of accuracy varying according to the type of text). Judged in terms of major categories, 

the system has an error-rate of only 1.5%, with c.3.3% ambiguities unresolved, within the 

BNC. More detailed analysis of the error rates for the C5 tagset in the BNC can be found 

within the BNC Manual47
• 

1.7.3 Spanish 

The Panglyzer, Spanish language analysis system, follows a multi-pass approach consisting 

of preprocessing, part-of-speech tagging, phrase recognition, proper name classification, 

phrase analysis, clause recognition, clause analysis and reading ranking. Here while analysis 

of phrase the system tags gender of noun. 

Grampal: This is a morphological processor for Spanish implemented in prolog. It is a 

model for the full treatment in Spanish inflection for verbs, nouns and adjectives. While 

analyzing nouns and adjectives the gender of those are also marked. 

1. 7.4 French 

Though it is a corpus analysis for predictability of gender attribution in French, still there 

is analysis of gender of French noun phrases. The INFL analyzer analyses French words 

in context free morphological analysis. It is a licensed product of the MultiLingual 

Theory and Technology team at the Rank Xerox Research Center, in Grenoble, France. 

made available to ARTFL through a technology Exchange agreement. 48 The pricipal 

developers of INFL are Lauri Karttunen and Annie Zaenen. 

46 http:// www.comp.lancs.ac.uk/ucreVclaws access on 15'h January 2006 

47 www.comp.lancs.ac.uk/ucreVclaws 
48 Lauri Karttunen and ToddY ampol, /NFL Morphological Analyzer, (XEROX Palo Alto Research Center, Palo Alto, 
CA, 1990). 
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1.7.5 Swedish 

Granaska49 is a grammar checker of Swedish language. It basically deals with spelling 

and other grammatical mis!1kes. Among them agreement between noun phrases is there. 

While detecting the wrong agreements the system checks the gender agreement among 

noun phrases and suggests the correct ones. 

1.7.7 Greek 

The Greek morphological lexicon 50 was used to develop a lemmatiser and a 

morphological analyzer that were included in a controlled language checker for Greek. 

The goal of this work is to produce a wide - coverage morphological lexicon of Greek 

that can be easily exploited in several natural language processing applications. While 

covering the morph syntactical details of lexicon this lexicon gives information about 

gender of nouns of Greek languages. A computational model for the morphological 

analysis of the Greek noun category presents the first stage of research for the 

development of an automatic lemmatisation system for Modern Greek. The noun 

category of the language has been examined so far. The objective of the study was to 

identify in the form of a suffix database, all the suffixes which provide single 

grammatical information about the lexical item they mark. The novelty of the approach 

lies first in what has been treated as suffix and secondly, in the attempt to grammatically 

disambiguate words in a text on the basis of morphology alone, reducing dictionary 

matching to its minimum. The term graphological groupings (G.G.) proved the most 

appropriate for the suffixes of our database, as they range from one to seven characters 

and they cover in many cases both the inflectional and derivational suffixes of the 

language. Six hundred and fifty one graphological groupings (G.G.) out of a total of eight 

hundred and fifty have been identified as specifying, rendering dictionary matching 

redundant. The remaining one hundred and ninety nine provide two to three grammatical 

alternatives in the form of Gender/Number/Case (G.N.C.) combinations, requiring either 

dictionary matching or interactivity faciiities for the disambiguation process. This 

database, supplemented by a number of simple transformation rules, gave birth to a 

49 http://www.csc.kth.se/tcs/projects/granska/rapporter/granskareport.pdf 
50 http://www.springerlink.com/cohtentlhcdjrlvj5nlybf5clfulltext.pdf 
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program which achieves automatic lemmatisation for the majority of Greek nouns. The 

lemmatiser on the whole can be used: 

a. for teaching Modem Greek grammar t') the first classes of Primary Schoo!. 

b. as a filter: 

i) during Modem Greek computerized dictionary consultation for foreign learners of 

the lang~~ge 

ii) on the morphological analysis level for Machine Translation systems 

iii) in automatic spelling-checking systems. 

1. 7.8 Norwegian language 

The automatic proof reading system of Norwegian language51 named Scarrie, tries to check the 

spelling and the grammar Scandinavian languages and specially the grammar variations in 

Norwegian Bokmal. While performing this it checks gender agreement among noun phrases. 

1.7.9 Polish 

In the system of Polish text summarization52
, to solve the anaphora resolution and to generate a 

proper form of antecedent one database is used. In the database there is gender 

information of the noun along with other morphological information. The system also 

checks the gender agreement between anaphora and its antecedent. If the agreement is 

wrong then it supplies the right one. 

1.7.9.1 Tagger 

Polish nouns agree in gender with adjectives and verbs, so ''1is system of polish tagger53 

tags the gender information with other morphological information. 

1.7.10 Bulgarian 

Morphological processor is one of the parts of the language processing tools for 

Bulgarian54
• the input in this system is in ASCII or in ANSI text and the output is in 

SGML text. The system check the gender agreement while checking the syntactic 

51 http://ling.uib.no/-desmedtlpapers/nodalida99pub.html 
52 http://www.enformatikaorg/ijcilv I /vI -4-56.pdf 
53 http://acl.ldc.upenn.edu/W/W07 f\V07- I 70 I .pdf 
54 http://tanev.dir.bg/LingTunis.htm 
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agreement between words, \..'hile resolving morphological disambiguation and while NP 

extraction. 

1.7.11 Czech 

The Xerox research cen.re in Europe has developed morphological analyzer, tokenizer 

and part of speech disambiguation for Czech language. 55 

1. 7.12German 

Morphy, 56 an integrated tool for German morphology, part-of speech tagging and 

context-sensitive lemmatization has been developed by Wolfgang Lezius, Reinhard 

Rappa and Manfred Wettler. Its large lexicon of more than 320,000 word forms plus its 

ability to process German compound nouns, guarantee a wide morphological coverage. 

Syntactic ambiguities can be resolved with standard statistical part-of-speech tagger. By 

using the output of the tagger, the lemmatizer can determine the correct root even for 

ambiguous word forms. The morphological analyzer is based on the standard Duden 

grammar and provides wide coverage due to a lexicon of 324,000 word forms and the 

ability to process compound nouns at runtime. It gives for each word form of a text, all 

possible lemmata and morphological descriptions. The ambiguities of the morphological 

descriptions are resolved by the tagger, which provides about 85% accuracy for the iarge 

and 96% accuracy for the small tag set. The lemmatizer uses the output of the tagger to 

disambiguate word forms with more than one possible lemma. It achieves an overall 

accuracy of about 99.3%. 

1.7.13 Arabic 

In the machine translation from English to Arabic, it is necessary to mark gender of 

Arabic nouns phrases, because gender agreement is important there. So the system 

analyses gender and looks in to the gender agreement between noun phrases. Kenneth R. 

Beesley at the Xerox Research centre Europe, chemin de Maupertuis, 38240 MEYLAN, 

France has been developed an Arabic Morphological Analysis and Generation. Arabic 

ss http://www.xrce.xerox.com/competencies/content-analysis/demos/czech 
s6 http:llwww .ims.uni-stuttgart.delprojekte/corplexlpaper!lezius/coling 1998.pdf 
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morphological analyzer and generator, which was built using Xerox Finite-State 

Technology. The system accepts Modern Standard Arabic words and returns 

morphological analyses and English glosses. Arabic words are displayed in Arabic script 

using Java applets. This lexicography and Arabic-language consultation for the research 

system was provided by Tim Buckwalter. The "·.rabic "Yarb" font used in the interfaces 

was created by Yannis Haralambous. System design, interfaces, Arabic-script rendering, 

and computational linguistics were done by Ken Beesley. Arabic language consulting and 

lexicography for the commercialization in 2002 was provided by Martine Petrod57 

1.7.14 African languages 

In the department of African languages of South Africa University, a project namely 

Computational Morphological Analysis Project58
, has been taken to develop finite state 

morphological analyzers for Bantu languages, using the natural language independent 

Xerox Fini!e-State Tools. This integrated set of tools is used to modei and implement the 

complexities of word-formation rules as well as morphophonological alternations by 

means of finite-state networks, which in turn are combined together algorithmically into 

larger networks that perform morphological analysis. Lexical challenges are addressed by 

means of the development of machine-readable lexicons in XML format, containing 

knowledge about individual words in the languages. In this project Zulu morphological 

analyzer (Zu!Morph) has been developed. Preliminary testing of the current prototype 

was done on a test corpus consisting of 30 000 types. The application of the 

morphological analyser to the test corpus results in the recognition of approximately 77% 

of the types in the corpus. The electronic monolingual Zulu word list used to build a 

rudimentary XML lexicon contains a total of over 28 000 lemmas (e.g. 13 000 noun 

stems, 7 400 verb roots, 950 ideophones, 60 adjective stems (and their variations), 12 

conjunctions and 10 interrogatives). The same kind of project is going on regarding the 

language Xhosa. The development of the machine-readable Xhosa lexicon continues with 

capturing of data in a generic template in XML format. Northern Sotho morphological 

analyzer (NsoMorph) has been developed as a part of this project. This system can 

57 http://www.xrce.xerox.com/competencies/content-analysis/arabic/ 
58 http://www.unisaac.za/contents/faculties/humanities/afrVdocs/NRF _Project_ Webpage.pdf 
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analyze verbs by providing for past tense forms of the verb forms. The basis for an 

analyzer of verbs, nouns and derivative nouns has been established. Editing of the 

scanned Comprehensive Northern Sotho rfictionary, by means of Perl scripting, has 

nearly been completed. A basic XML schema, based on the structure of the 

Comprehensive Northern Sotho dictionary, has been created. The development of a 

tokeniser h?s made progress to the point that testing has begun. The prototype for a 

morphological analyzer of Tswana nouns based on a selected lexicon has been finalized. 

Derivatives have been added to the prototype. The researches are going on to develop a 

morphological analyzer for Swati language. 

1.7.15 Morphological analyzer for Chinese, Japanese, Korean 

Asian language analyzers are used in some of the world's most transaction-heavy 

environments, like Google's search engine and Amazon's e-commerce site. Rosette Base 

Linguistics for Chinese, Japanese and Korean are extremely accurate and reliable 

solutions to help complex applications process unstructured Asian language text by 

conquering some of these languages' many challenges, such as the use of numerous 

scripts and absence of spaces between words. Using advanced morphological analysis, 

Asian Base Linguistics perform functions critical for analyzing Asian text such as 

segmentation, lemmatization, noun decompounding, part-of-speech tagging, sentence 

boundary detection, and base noun phrase analysis59
. 

1.8 Deve!~pment by private enterprises 

In the age of globalization there is needed to reach upto many people, through the path of 

technology. Language is a major barrier in this process. To overcome this problem many 

NGOs and private enterprises too have found interest in NLP in the whole word. 

Companies like Microsoft, IBM, Google etc are constantly developing new methods for 

the implementation of globalization and as well as localization of their products. 

59 http://www.basistech.com/base-Iinguistics/asian/ 
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Culturally and linguistically India is a land of great diversity. As a consequence, many 

developments are going on in India in this field. 

1.8.1 Microsoft India 

Indian Language support in Microsoft products60 started around 1999 with Windows 

2000Professional being the first official product to provide Indic support. It supported 2 

scripts, Devanagari and Tamil, and 5 languages, Hindi, Konkani, Marathi, Sanskrit and 

Tamil. Windows XP saw more Indian scripts and languages being supported in 

MSproducts: Gujarati, Kannada, Punjabi and Telugu. Currently with Service Pack 2, 

Windows XP supports II Indian Languages, such as Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, 

Konkani, Malayalam, Marathi, Punjabi, Sanskrit, Tamil, and Telegu. Windows XP is the 

operating system introduced in 2001 from Microsoft's Windows family of operating 

systems. With built in support for over 60 scripts, hundreds of languages, and 126 locales, 

every language version (and each flavor) of Windows 2000 provides unprecedented 

support for international and multilingual computing. Windows XP expands this global 

support and supports multilingual computing into the client space and home computing. 

The users of Windows2000 I XP can do the following in their systems: 

• Display Indic text; 

• Input Indic text I script, 

• Fonnat and print Indic text; 

• Create file names with Indic text; 

• Correctly display dates, times, currencies and numbering schemes in Indic text 

and local cultural fonnat; 

• Correctly sort and search on Indic text; 

• Set default browser language to an Indic language 

60 http:/!tdil.mit.gov.in/Oct_ 2004/GDemand%20world%20-l O.pdf 
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1.8.1.1 MS Office 

MS Office can help users to perform following tasks, using Indic language, 

• Automatic language detection 

• Date, Time & Number Style 

• Based on Regional Settin~s 

• Automatic Font Linking 

• Editing Indic Content 

• Find & Replace for Indic Content 

• Spell Checking 

• Checking correct sequence of characters 

• Sorting- based on Indic Text 

• Auto Filter 

• Custom List 

• Create Graphs with lndic Text 

• Currency Functions 

• Sending & Receiving Indic Content 

• Date Formats 

• Type appointments in Indic Language 

Office Hindi is a product from Microsoft. It includes a Hindi language interface and 

supports nine Indian languages, empowering Indian users to leverage the global, 

standards based Office applications suite in the language of their choice. The Professional 

version offers a switchable interface, providing users with the flexibility of easily 

deploying the Hindi or an English interface as required. The product also offers multiple 

keyboard options, such as transliteration, inscript, remington and godrej, along with other 

variations. VS. 
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1.8.1.2 Technology behind lndic Support in MS products 

To accommodate multilingual computing and to properly display text in a multilingual 

context, Microsoft introduces new technologies, such as open type fonts, font fallback, 

font linking, and uniscribe. 

Open Type fonts is developed jointly by Microsoft and Adobe, is in fact an extension to 

the TrueType font specification. The Open Type fonts in Windows 2000 include 

expanded repertoires of glyphs to accommodate Pan-European, Arabic, Hebrew, and 

Thai scripts. 

Font fallback mechanism, made available through Uniscribe, provides a fallback font (or 

adefault font) when dealing with complex scripts. If the selected font face does not 

include any glyphs for the complex script that is about to be displayed, Uniscribe selects 

a default hard coded font for the gi~ren script. For example, if one has Hindi text and the 

font is Courier, then Uniscribe will use the Mangal font. This technique is internal to 

Uniscribe and developers can not add additional fqnts to the list of fallback fonts. 

Font linking technique is mainly used to accommodate East Asian languages and uses a 

registry setting of fonts linked in a list to a face name. If the required glyph is not in the 

nominal face name, GDI searches each font in the list of those linked to the face name 

until it finds one with the required glyph. This new font is then linked to the nominal font 

(base font). Users and developers should not modify the list of linked fonts in the registry, 

since it might cause serious display problems. 

Uniscribe is the layout and shaping engine for these scripts, is built into Windows 

2000/XP and provides consistent support across its clients (Windows2000, Microsoft 

Office 2000 and Office XP/2003, Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 and beyond). 
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1.8.1.3 Indian Language Application Development using.Net 

NET has support for Indian languages using Unicode. One can use VB.NET, VC++.NET, 

C#.NET, etc. to develop any application for the .NET framework. The application 

developed can be deployed on any system which has the dot net framework installed. 

Since the environment is Unicode one can have Indian language text in Menus, textboxes, 

en·or messages, etc. One can have web services in Indian language. There could be a web 

service running from a server that provides news headlines in Indian language. 

1.8.1.4 SharePoint Products and lndic Support 

SharePoint Products and Technologies facilitate collaboration within an organization and 

with partners and customers. Using the combined collaboration features of Windows 

SharePoint Services and SharePoint Portal Server 2003, users can easily create, manage, 

and build their own collaborative Web sites and make them available throughout the 

organization. SharePoint Services is data management and analysis software that will 

deliver increased scalability, availability, and security to enterprise data and analytical 

applications while making them easier to create, deploy, and manage. 

SharePoint Services can also be used as a development platform for creating 

collaboration and information sharing applications. SharePoint Portal Server 2003 

is a secure, scalable, enterprise portal server built upon Windows SharePoint Services 

that can be used to aggregate SharePoint sites, information, and applications into a single 

~0rtal. All the above can be achieved in the 11 languages supported by Windows XP SP2. 

1.81.5 lndic Support on SQL Server 

SQL Server is a relational database management and analysis system for e-commerce, 

line-of-business, and data warehousing solutions. In SQL Server 2000, the data in lndic 

languages can be stored using the data types like nchar, nvarchar and ntext. These data 

types are defined to be equivalent to UTF-16 Unicode. Unicode data is stored using two 

bytes per character, which is one byte per character in the case of character data. The 

sorting of Unicode data is based on the collation name selected for the database. In the 

case of Hindi lan~uage the collation name can be selected as "Hindi_ BIN" Data Types 
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used lndic Languages in various products, such as SQL Server 2000- NVarchar, NChar, 

NText,MS Access- Text,.Net- String,C, C++ - wchar, LPWSTR. 

1.8.2IBM Software support for Indian languages61 

• Lotus Notes and Workplace: This promotes effective collaboration and 

communication between users. It helps rise in productivity and user-satisfaction. 

• Universal Database DB2 Data and Content Management: This facilitates storage, 

archival and management of data and content created by users. It helps to complete and 

perpetual availability of data and content. 

• Websphere Application Server: It is claimed that it is the most popular middleware 

in the world. It hosts applications on the internet that are 'behind' browser and at the 

heartof the internet. It is a globalized application that caters to users anywhere in the 

world. 

• Rational Application Development Tools: Under these tools, high quality rapid 

application development tools using open source integrated development environments 

like Eclipse. It is the foundation of simplifying application deveiopment for simple and 

complex business problems. 

• Tivoli Infrastructure Management Solutions: Managing Information Technology 

infrastructure that could be spread over wide areas of cultural diversity. The simplified 

infrastructure management tailored to the conventions of the local users. 

Other IBM offerings to supporting Indian languages (either now or soon) are: IBM 

Printers, IDM AIX Operating System for pSeries and IBM OS400 Operating System for 

iSeries. Researchers have extended IBM's ViaVoice speech recognition technology to 

develop a system for Hindi and "Indian English." This system understands and 

transcribes human speech with minimal use of keyboards thereby helping people 

unfamiliar with computers or the English language. Since there are no standard 

keyboards available in Indian languages, speech recognition eliminates the need to learn 

non-standard keyboard mapping. The system has been tested and trained for variations 

over a large number of speakers from different regions of the country. 

61 http://tdil.mit.gov.in/Oct_ 2004/GDemand%20world%20-l O.pdf 
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1.8.3 HP Labs 

HP Labs India is trying to break the English language barrier by exploring the use of 

handwriting as an input. Millions of forms, like the ones for railway reservations, are 

filled out every day and in different Indian languages. Therefore, the lab is developing a 

technology that can recognize handwriting as well as capture image data for further 

processing. A prototype of such a script-independent device called Script Mail has been 

developed for sending and receiving hand written e-mails. 

Voice or speech is one of the most prevalent forms of communication. HP Labs India has 

come up with a telephone-based railway inquiry system providing information on ticket 

availability and the status of wait-listed tickets for trains running between four Indian 

metros. In the next stage, online booking may be developed. This system is also accent

:ndependent and works for Hindi and "Indian English." HP Labs took a general-purpose 

engine for speech recognition and synthesis, generated by a team of researchers 

worldwide and freely available to the software professional community, and combined it 

with their own recognition models specific to Hindi and "Indian English." This system 

too can accept and process a variety of Indian accents and speaking styles. 

1.8.4 Google 

Google has different interfacecs in different languages, with many Indian languages and 

even in Sanskrit.62 Google tool can be used to translate texts from English to Spanish, 

Portuguese, German, French, Italian and vice versa. 

Except these companies in India the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR), Tata 

Consultancy Service (TCS) and other companies have started funding the Indian 

languages and KBCS R&D. The Computer Systems and Communication Group of TIFR, 

Bombay aims at developing a Voice Oriented Interactive Computing Environment 

(VOICE) using KBCS technologies. Already, some progress has been made in preparing 

speech database, phoneme-to-speech synthesis system, Multi-speaker speech recognition 

systems, and Computer Tutor in speech mode. 

62 http://www.google.com/intl/sa/ 
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From the above discussion it can be said that, Sanskrit can take a place in natural 

language processing. Sanskrit grammar can be used as a 11odel for Indian language in 

natural language processing. In the next chapter the gender 1n Sanskrit grammar is going 

to be discussed. 
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Chapter2: Gender in Sanskrit Grammar 

2.0 Gender 

Gender in common usages refers to the differences b tween man and woman. According 

to Encyclopaedia Britannica, it is an individual's self-conce Jtion as being male or female, as 

distinguished from the actual biological sex. Though in the wt rid, gender is used interchangebly 

across the academic field, especially in social sciences, in cui ural studies or in gender studies. 

But gender in language, especially in grammar, has a different, annotation. Grammatical gender 

is a morphological category associated with the expression t f gender through inflection or 

agreement. In a language, every noun can be categorised under 01 e class of gender, pronouns are 

also marked by gender. Natural languages exhibit gender agreemt nt between nominal categories 

and/or between subject nouns and verbs. But this feature varies fro; 1 language to language. 

Most of the Indo-Aryan languages have gender agreement at the l1 vel of nouns and also at the 

level of verbs. Among them Sanskrit has three kinds of gender. In t \e Middle Indo-Aryan stage 

of language development, Pali and Prakrit show a two gender system. New Indo-Aryan 

languages can be classified into three groups based on their gramm ltical marking of gender. 1 

Languages in which the gender is not grammatical, but it is only a semantic category, come 

under the first group, as for example languages of eastern Indo-1 -ryan subgroup such as 

Assamese, Bengali, and Oriya belong to this group. Languages 'fhich have a two-way 

grammatical gender, that is, masculine and feminine, constitute another g ·oup. Hindi and Punjabi 

may be cited as examples of this group. Languages which have three-wa' grammatical genders, 

like Marathi, Gujarati, and Bhili are in third group. Gender goes along with number and it is 

marked in various word classes like nouns, pronouns, adjectives, verbs, anc , interestingly enough, 

with some of the post-positions that function as genitive, locative, a1 d ablative markers. 

Generally the person-number suffixes also go together. These word t 1tegories show the 

1 http://www.languageinindiacomljan2002/sirmauri.html 
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agreement of gender-number with other word categories in syntactic constructions, I ke phrases 

and sentences. 

It is really necessary to ascertain the grammatical gender of the source language ' 'hile doing 

translation, more so if the target language has gender agreement. Otherwise, the translation 

would be wrong. In the context of present R&D, Sanskrit is taken as source languagt and Hindi 

is assumed as a target language. Since both languages have gender agreement at t 1e ievei of 

nominal forms, and Hindi has gender agreement at the level of the verb as well, it is ' ritical that 

the gender analysis of Sanskrit, the source language be done. 

2.1 Grammatical gender in Sanskrit 

The word gender is used in Sanskrit language as liliga. On the one hand, it neans the 

characteristics of men and on the other hand it signifies grammatical gender. The tem ; referring 

to gender in Sanskrit - PW!lSa, str'i and napw!zsaka - which are found in later works fit ;t occur in 

Satapatha BrahmaQ.a2
• The idea of gender is also very clear from a story about a bat le of gods 

and demons.3 The Gopatha BrahmaiJa4 mentions three grammatical genders while ~iving the 

definition of aryaya. The Nirukta (3.21) also clearly refers to the three genders. Us in! gender in 

language creates problem, because in life only animate objects have gender in terms· •f sex, but 

in language, both animate and inanimate objects have gender and the assignment of ge 1der to the 

words usually does not follow the worldly rule. For example, in Sanskritjaya and da1 'i are used 

for wife in two different genders- feminine and masculine respectively.5The gender~ ;signment 

varies from language to language, for example, the word agni is used in Sanskrit in masculine 

gender, but the word aga bearing the same meaning in Hindi is used as feminine. ; t is really 

difficult to form some specific rules for gender assignment even in one language. Und~ r the sutra 

strfyam (p.4.1.3) Patafijali has discussed gender in Mahabha~ya. At first he refers to t1 e worldly 

2 SB 1.3.1.9 
3 Ibid 1.5.4.6-ll 
4 1.1.26 
5 Theory of Gender and its Generation in Panini, Kapil Kapoor, Santosh Kumar Shukla pg-114 Sahitya Academy Nf N Delhi 
2002 
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view. 6 Depending upon this rule, he argued that the word bhrakuf!Zsa etc will have to b ! 

considered as feminine because the meaning of the word is a male actor playing the role c f 

female characters in drama. Consequently, after the word bhrakurJlsa, the feminine suffix Jfp s 

added according to the rule ajadyata!jJO.p (Pl.4.3). 7 Though the worldly gendec or laukika !iii~ a 

has no place in grammar, it does seem to have some bearing on the grammatical gender.8 Here n 

through a karika 9
, the word strf and puru!fa are analyzed. Accordingly, sm!zsthana is 

disappearance (tirobhava) and prasavau (a) is manifestation. Now Pataiijali did not say the ;e 

specific words, it is according to Kaiyata's pradipa. 10 Now depending on stimkhya philosopl y, 

these concepts were explained. These are qualities of sattva, rajas and tamas. Since tht se 

qualities are beyond the sense organs, the qualities like sabda, sparsa, gandha are meant he ·e. 

All the substances do possess these qualities and tht!S the gender can be said to be universe ly 

present. But all the qualities are not present everywhere all the time. So where the tirobhtiv£ is 

found it is regarded as having feminine gender. When avirbhava is noticed the masculine gen ier 

is considered and when both are noticed then it is considered as having neuter gender. Later :he 

mention of samgraktira by Helaraja supports this view. 11 Subramania Iyer explains it as 'all 

things are based on the following notions. All things are combinations of the five qualities sal da, 

rasa, rupa, sparsa, and gandha which again are made up of sattva, rajas, tamas. Everything has 

therefore the properties of these qualities and their properties are: praktisa (light), pra~ Civa 

(accretion), avirbhava (manifestation) for sattva pravrtti[z (alert principle), kriya(action) for r ljas 

and varaf.Zam, tirobhtiva (decline), sthiti!z(state) for lamas. These three properties are the t tree 

genders. The entire time qualities rupa etc are constantly changing. But these changes an not 

perceptible to all. We see only their final result. Pataiijali himself has declared that no1 .1ing 

remains as it is constantly changing like boiling water. Everything is constantly appearinf and 

disappearing (avirbhtiva and tirobhava) and these are the two main characteristics of th( two 

6 stanakesavatf strf syiit lomas puru~a(1 smrtal ubhyontaram yacca tadabhiibe napuJ?1Sakam Mahabh~ya( MBH) 
7 Semantic Perspective on Stripratyas, Prahlda Char pg-125 Sahitya Academy New Delhi 2002 
8 pg-301 Sankrit Vyakarana Darshan 
9 sm.nstanaprasavau litigamiistheyau svakrtiintata(rlsJ?1Sliine syiiyateir! strf sate sap prasave pumiin . 
10 saJ?1Sliinamititirobhiiva(l pravrttiriivibhiiva(l. 
11 Theory of Gender and its Generation in Panini, Kapil Kapoor, Santosh Kumar Shukla pg-115 Sahitya Academy New D I hi 
2002 
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main genders." 12 P<Jtafijali and later Bhartrhari accounted for the var ability of gender of same 

object as expressed by different words in terms of the philosophy of lux. Many properties are 

constantly changing. 13 At a given point of time according to whicl property is seen to be 

manifest or in ascendance, the particular gender is assigned and this ger :ler may be actually seen 

in the object or it is superimposed as though it were seen and is nothit g more than part of the 

correctness of the world. 14 This is like the singularity. But the words ate capable of expressing 

plurality. It is the same with gender. 15 Thus according to differences it limiting conditions, a 

particular property or the gw:z-as becomes the cause of correctness and 1 1e object of vivak!a. 16 

Gender in this way is only a factor in the formation of words. 17 Gender i: an aspect of meaning 

of the word. In Vakyapadiya18
, Bhartrhari has talked about seven kinds c f thoughts conceming 

gender. According to him, gender is the relation of a thing which is signii 'ed by sex-signs such 

as breast and hair and the sex-signs .themselves are characterized by that re. 'ition. The third view 

is that the gender is universally manifested by sex-signs. The next view is th 1t gender is the three 

conditions of the three gul).aS, such as sattva, rajas and tamas and it is the thr ~e gul).aS themselves 

in this condition. The sixth view is that gender is an attribute created in objec :s by word. The last 

view is that gender is an attribute of words by themselves. 19 While sex is par: of the meaning of 

word, gender in Sanskrit is a property of the word-form that is why when a dii "erent word is used 

for the same object it may have a different gender. As Katyaana observes ekiirthe 

sabdiinyatviivad dNfam Lbigiinyatvam. If the gender of the word and the gene er of the object in 

the world happen to be the same it is seen as merely a matter of coincidenc e.Z0 According to 

Peter M Scarf gender is considered to be a property of the object a word deno es.21 If a generic 

12 Vakyapadiya (vp) iii .ii.iii 
13 Vakyapadiya 3-13-16 
14 Vakyapadiya3-13-28 
15 Vakyapadiya3-13-29 
16 Viikyapadiya 3-13-24 
17 Vakyapadiya 3-13-30 
18 Vakyapadiya 3.13-43 sl 
19 K.A . Subramania Iyer chapteriii part II MLBD Delhi 
20 Theory of Gender and its Generation in Panini, Kapil Kapoor, Santosh Kumar Shukla pg-119 Sat 'tya Academy 
NewDe1hi 
21

Scarf .M.Peter The Denotation of Generic Terms in Ancient Indian Philosophy: Grammar, Nyaya, 
and Mimamsa, Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, New Ser., Vol. 86, No.3. (1996), pp.i-x+l· 136./ 
http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=006597 46%281996%292%3A86%3A3%3Ci%3A TDOGTI%3 E2.0. C0%3 B2-T 
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term denotes a class property, the fact that the class property i~ permanently associated with a 

certain gender accounts for the consistent use of a generic tern in a single gender. The class 

property always has its innate gender and the gender suffixes and inflectional terminations 

appropriate to that gender arise naturally after the nominal base 1f the generic term. As Peter 

scarf has observed, Patafijali's presentation of the grammarians' ~onception of gender under 

P.l.2.6422 is intended at solving the gender problem. This would indicate a limitation on the 

application of a speaker's intention. It highlights a property already Jresent in the object, but it 

cannot superimpose a property which is absent. One does not mak ~ a horse a cow just by a 

speaker's intention that it is so. Similarly, one cannot make an object have a gender that is not 

present in it, by a speaker's intention. In other words, gender is still con~ idered to be an objective. 

Differt:nt genders succeed on the view that a generic term denotes a ge 1eric property because a 

speaker may intend a generic property as having one gender in one instance and as having 

another gender in another instance. These different intentions are the cor ditions for the use of a 

generic term in different genders. In viirttika 54, Gunavacanavad vii, Kat)' 1yana says that gender 

and number terminations occur for generic terms as they do for quality words. According to 

Patafijali, different genders and numbers occur for words denoting quali ies according to the 

substrata in which the quality resides." For example, in suklam vastrarr. sukla iii!f. sukla?1 

kambalal;, quality word 'sukla' occurs in the neuter to refer to the quality white residing in a 

neuter substance, in the feminine to refer to the quality white residing in a f ~minine substance, 

and in the masculine singular to refer to the quaiity white residing iu a rna ;culine substance. 

P.l.2.5llupi yuktavad vyaktivacane, provides that when a suffix is deleted (rei laced by [up) the 

object denoted by the derivate is considered to have the gender and number oftl e object denoted 

by the pre-suffixal base. The result is that gender and number suffixes occur fo. · the derivate as 

they do for the base. vise~alJiim cajate!;, provides that qualifiers of the object ienoted by the 

derivate are also considered to have the gender and number of the object denot ~d by the pre

suffixal base (vise~m:zam ca). It is the gender and number of an object other than tl at denoted by 

the nominal base. The gender and number terminations arise after a nominal b~ ~e denotes a 

quality according to the gender and number of the individual substances, in whicl the quality 

22 sariipiil.lameka5~a-ekavibhaktau 
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resides. Patafijali concludes that, the reason P 1.2.52 is stated is, to inform w of the general 

principle of gender and number agreement for words denoting qualities: A v. )rd denoting a 

quality takes the gender and number of the substratum in which the quality resides 23 

2.1.1 Gender in ~tadhyayi 

PaQ.ini has discussed the gender m the section of compound, for feminine ~ uffix and in 

Lili.ganusasna (one of the ancillary texts among three). It appears from PaQ.ini's 'tork that his 

main concern seems to determine the gender of words, because without knowing tl e gender of 

words it is not possible to use the language. Rules 2.4.1-31 delineate the gender of :ompounds. 

The process of deriving feminine forms by affixation is laid down in 4.1.3 to 4. i . 77. In the 

derivational process, the formation of the feminine takes place immediately before the process of 

nominal inflection begins. The feminine affixes are tiip, dip, rjap, lifp, nf~ lifn, wig, ti. \ccording 

to Kapoor and Shukla (2006) PaQ.ini is seeking generalization and systematization in : n area of 

grammar which is recognized to be arbitrary and not amenable to rules. 

Through intensive phonological, morphological and semantic analysis, PaQ.ini m<; l(es the 

feminine derivation almost completely rule bound by specifying the phone logical, 

morphological and semantic conditions for the attachment of the affixes. Rules which 

state feminine suffixes are as follows:-

o 4.1.4 ajiidyata~fiip 

0 4.1.5 macho lifp 

o 4.1.6 ugitas ca 

o 4.1.20 vayasi prathame 

o 4.1.21 dvigol; 

o 4.1.40 anyato !Jl~ 

o 4.1.41 ~idgauriidibhya§ ca 

o 4.1.44 voto gu~zavacaniit 

23 "na tarhiddnim ayam yoga vaktavyah. vaktavyas ca. kimprayojanam? /dam tatra tatrocyate, gunavacandndm sahddnt 11 

dsrayato/itigavacandni hhavantiti. tad anena kriyate." MB-K, vol. l, p. 228, lines 19-21. 
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o 4.1.63 jtiterastrfvi~aylidayopadhat 

o 4.1.65 ito manu~yajate 

o 4.1.66 ibiuta(z 

In the above mentioned part of A~tadhay!, there are rules on the types of feminine suffixes, 

which are added after different nominal bases under different condition. s, tme rules prevent 

feminine suffixes to add after nominal bases under certain conditions. A brief~ urvey of feminine 

suffixes is presented here, to give an overview of different feminine suffixes. 

Name of Clause 

the 

feminine 

affix 

ftipl4 occurs after nominal stem 

which is abstracted from the 

group headed by aja, or 

after a stem which ends in at 

,tapzs occurs after nominal stem 

which ends in pad, when a 

hymn is signified 

lifpl.() occurs after nominal stems 

which end in r and n 

1ifp27 occurs after a form which 

ends in an it denoted by the 

abbreviatory term uk 

24 4.1.4 ajiidyata~fiip 
25 4.1.9 tiibrci 
26 4.1. Pznebhyo tifp 
27 4.1.5 ugitaica 

Example sp ~c ial 

COlll ment, if 

an;, 

aja. ecjakii, cafakii, asva etc I 

dvipada, tripiida, cau~pada etc 

katr,hatr, dal}dinf, chatril}i 

bhavatf, atibhavatf, pacantf, 

yajantf 
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occurs after a nominal stem dhivarf, pivar[, sarvarf, van covers 

which terminates in van, paralokadrsvarf 

here r comes in the place of 

final sound of that which 

endsin van 

occurs after a nominal stem dvipadl, catu~padi 

which ends in pad 

1ifp3u occurs after nominal stems kurucar[,madracar[,sauparFeyi 

which ends in a, and have kumbhakarf,SubhangakaraFf. 

their final, non secondary tadrsf etc 

form either marked with 

1 ,or ending in affixes r;fha, 

a~t, aii, dvaysac,mfitrac, 

tayap, 

fhak, ,than, kaii, kava rap 

fifp31 occurs after a non secondary giirgl, vatsf 

nominal stem which ends in 

yaii 

· occurs after a non secondary kumar[, kisorl, varkarf 

nominal stem which ends in 

a and denotes the first stage 

of life 

nfp33 occurs after a non secondary paiicapull, dasapulf 

nominal stem which ends in 

a and is termed dvigu 

28 4.1. 7 vano ra ca 
29 4.1.8 piido 'nyatarasyam 
30 4.1.15 {irj.rj.haf)Qiidvayasajdaghnanmatractayapfhakfhaiikvarapa(l 
31 4 .1.16 yafia5ca 
32 4.1.20 vayasi prathame 
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v. rnip, I}Vip 

op ionally as 

dv~ Jfit, 

call ~pat 



nip34 occurs after a bahuvrfhi dvyudhnf,nirudhnf 

compound which ends m 

udhas, and begins either 

with a number or an 

indeclinable 

occurs after a bahuvrfhf dvidfimanf, trihtiyanf 

compound which begins 

with a word denoting 

number and ends in dtimana 

or hiiyana 

occurs after a bahuvnhi bahurfijinf 

compound which ends in an 

and anticipates the deletion 

of its penultimate sound 

occurs after a bahuvrfhi surajiiif, dvidamnf 

nominal stem which ends in 

I an and anticipates the 

l deletion of its penultimate 

j sound, provided denotes a 

name or else is restricted to 

the vedic language 

nfjl~J occurs after nominal stems kevalf. sumagalf, pfipf, bhe~aj1 

kevala, mfimaka, 

bhtigadheya, pfipa, apara, 

33 4.1.21 dvigof:i 
34 4.1.26 saiJikhyiivyayiidenifp 
35 4.1.27 diimahiiyaniintiicca 
36 4.1.28 ana upadhiilopinf'nyatarasyiim 
37 4. I .29 nityam saiJijfiiichandaso!z 
38 4. I .30 kevalmiimakabhiigadheyapiipiipurarasasamiinaryakrtasumafigalabhe~ajiicca 
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sa mana, 

sumafigala, 

provided 

iiryakrta, 

bhe~aja, 

derivatives 

denotes a samjiiii or they are 

restricted to vedic language 

occurs after riitri when the ratribhih 

derivative denotes a name, 

or constitutes an usages of 

vedic, provided the context 

involves an ending other 

thanjas 

occurs after nominal stem yajamiinasya patnf 

pati, when n to come m 

place of its final sound, 

when sacrificial connection 

is signified 

occurs after a non vrdhapatnf, sthulapatnf 

upasarjana nominal stem 

which contains pati as its 

final constituent, ~used m 

combination after an initial 

constituent with the 

provision of n commg to 

replace the final sound of 

the base. 

39 4. 1.31 riitresciijasau 
40 4.1.33 patyurnoyajfiasa1J!yoge 
41 4.1.34 vibhii~ii sapiirvasya 
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occurs after pati, provided sapatnf, ekapatnf 

nfp42 pati is included in a nominal 

stem listed m the group 

headed by sapatnl, with an 

additional provisiOn of n 

replacing its final sound 

1ifp
43 occurs after non-upaswjana putakratiiyt 

nominal stem putakratu, 

and its final u is replaced 

with ai 

lifp
44 occurs after non-upasarjana vr~akapl, agnayl, kusitayl, 

nominal stems vr~akapi, kusldayl 

1 
agni, kusita, kuslda, and the 

sound ai ts marked as 

udatta come m place cf 

their final vowel. 

·- 4) mp occurs after nominal stem manayl,manavl 

manu and au or ai marked 

udiitta, come in the place of 

final vowel. 

lifp40 occurs after a nominal stem enl, syenl, harit:zl 

which terminates m a, 

marked anudatta at the end, 

signifies varr:za, the 

penultimate t is replaced 

with n 

42 4. L35 nityaf!l sapatnyiidi~u 
43 4.1.36 piitakratorai ca 
44 4.1.37 vr~iikapyagnikusitakusfdiiniim udiitta(r 
45 4.1.38 manorau vii 
46 4.1.39 var'}iidnudiittiittopdhiitto na(r 
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occurs after a nominal stem prfuiniisikf 

which begins with a 

constituent denoting dis 

1i1l/) occurs after a bahuvrfhi ghafodhnf, kw:zrjodhinf 

compound which ends in 

udhas 

• 4':1 
Ill~ occurs after a non- siiraJigi, kalmii~f 

upasarjana nominal stem 

which denotes van:za and 

ends in a marked anudiitta, 

1 
t:ven when it does not have t 

in its upadhii 
1 

· occurs after non-upasarjana nartakf, rajakf, gaurf, matsf, 

nominal stems which are giirgiiyanf 

either marked with ~ as an it 

or are enumerated in the list 

headed by gaura 

occurs 

upasarjana 

janapada, 

sthala, 

kala,nila, 

kabara, 

denote 

47 4.1.60 dikpurviipadiin rifp 
48 4.1.25 bahuvrfheriidhaso rifs 
49 4.1.40 anyato nf,s · 
50 4.1.41 ,sidgauriidibhyasca 

after non 

nominal stems 

kul).<;la go I). a, 

bhaja, nag a, 

kusa, kamuka, 

when derivates 

vftli, amatra, 

jiinapadf, kul}df, kiilf, kabarf 

51 4.1.42jiinapadakur.uJagau'}Stha/abhiijaniigakiilanflakusakiimukakabariidvrtyamatriivaoaniikrtrimiiSriil}iisthaulya
varl}iiniicchiidaniiyovikiiramaithunecchiikesavese,su 
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I 

avapana, alqtrima, 

sra~a,sthiilya, va~a, 

anacchadana, ayovikara, 

maithuneccha, kabara 

respectively 
. - .)_ 

Ill~ occurs after a nominal stem 

which IS constituted by 

so~a, and IS not an 

upasmjana 

·- )j 
m~ occurs after a non-

upasarjar;a nominal stem 

which end in u and has 

sifnification of quality 

n~s.)4 occurs after nominal stems 

I which are listed in the group 

headed by bahu 

nf~)) occurs after nominal stems 

which are listed in the group 

headed by bahu and are not 

termed as upasarjana m 

Vedic 

nr~56 occurs after non upasarjana 

nominal stem which ends in 

bhu in Vedic 

52 4.1.43 soniitpraiiciim 
53 4.1.44 voto guJ;~avacaniit 
54 4.1.45 bahviidibhyasca 
55 4.1.46 nityam chandasi 
56 4.1.47 bhuvasca 

I 

SOI}l according to 

eastern 

pa_tvf, mrdvf optionally 

bahvi optionally 

bahvf obligatory 

parvi, vibhvf, sambhvf 
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nfl
7 

cccurs after nominal stem ga':lakl, pra~thf 

which ends m a and 

signifies a male relation to 

whom a female is to be 

expressed 

m association with a indrii~zl, bhaviinf, sarvii~zf, 

corresponding male, after rudrii~zf, mrdii':lf, himiinf, 

non-upasarjana nominal aryanii':ll. yavanl, yavaniinf, 

stems indra, varu':la, 

bhava,sarva, mrf/.a, rudra, 

hima, arya~<a, yava, yavana, 

miitula, iicii1ya 

miituliinl, iiciiryiinf 

1zfl
9 occurs after a nominal stem vasanakrftf 

which ends in krfta and is 

j used in combination after an 

initial compound 

constituent with the 

signification of kara':la 

I occurs after a non- abhraviliptf, supaviliptf 

upasarjana nominal stem 

which ends m kta and is 

used m the combination 

after an initial constituent 

denotes kara':la providing 

the derivative denotes alpa 

57 4. I .48 pw.nyogiidiikhyiiytim 
58 4. I .49 indravarw:zabhavasarvarudramrqahimtirm:zyayavayavanamtitu/tictirytif}timtinuk 
59 4.1.50 krfttitkaraf}Opurviit 
60 4. I .5 I ktada/ptikhytiytim 
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additionally 

they also 

received 
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lif~61 occurs after a bahuvrfhi kesalunf, galakotkrttf 

nominal stem which has a 

constituent ending in kta as 

its final and is ~lso m::~rked 

udatta at the end 

occurs after a nominal stem sanigajagadhf, 

termed bahuvrihi which pala!Jdubhalcyitf 

ends m kta, has its final 

vowel marked udatta and 

does not contain an initial I 
constituent denoting sviiliga 1 

occurs after nominal stem candramukhf 

which contains an 

upasarjana used as its final 

constituent with the 

denotatum of svaliga and 

which does not contain a . 

conjunct in its upadhii 

occurs after a nominal stem tuliganiisikf, 

which ends in an bimboJfhl, ciirudantf 

upasarjana with the 

signification of sviinga 

namely niisikii, udara, OJ!ha, 

jalighii, danta, kan:za srflga 

61 1.1.52 bahuvrfhe.Sciintodattiit 
62 4.1.53 asviitigapilrvapadiidvii 
63 4.1.54 sviiligiiccopasarjaniidasmpyogopadhiit 
64 4.1.55 nasikoddarao~rhajaiighadantakllll)aSfi1giicca 
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nfl
5 

occurs via nipiitana, to dfrghajihvf 

derive dfrghajihvf in Vedic, 

when the derivate denotes a 

female name 

tif~66 occurs m Vedic after a dityauhf, pra~Jhauhf 

nominal stem which ends in 

a non-secondary 

constituent, namely viiha 

tif~67 occurs via nipatana to sakhl, asisvf 

derive sakhf and asisvf in 

language 

n1l
8 

occurs after a nominal stem kukkufl, mayurl, briihmmp, 

which ends in a with the niitjiiyanf 

significance of jiiti, is not 

obligatorily limited to the 

scope of feminine and does 

I not .h~ve y in its penultimate 

position 

occurs after a nominal stem odanapiikl, satikukan:u, 

which denotes jati, and has diisfphall, darbhamulf 

ptika, karJJa, pa17Ja, pu~pa, 

phala, mula, and biila in the 

end 

65 4.1.59 dirghajihvi ca cchandasi 
66 4 .1.61 vahah 
67 4.1.62 sakhyasifvfti bha~ayam 
68 4.1.63 jaterstrivi~yiidyopadhat 
69 4.1.64 pakakarf}Opar~wpu~paphalamt7labalottrapadacca 
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occurs after a non-

secondary nominal stem 

which ends in i and denotes 

a class of human 

avantl, da/qf 

occurs after a nominal stem pama, sfma 

which ends in man and after 

a bahuvrfhi compound 

which ends in an 

occurs after a nominal stem kausalya, kari~agandhya 

which ends in affix yali 

occurs after non-upasarjana avatya 

nomina! stem avatya 

occurs after a non- sarligaravl, auravf 

secondary nominal stem 

which denotes jati, and Is 

either listed m the group 

headed by §arngarava or 

terminates in a of affix alJ 

un 75 occurs after a nominal stem brahmabandhuh, vfrabandhu!z 

which end in uf, does not 

have a y in its penultimate 

position and signifies a 

class of human 

70 4.1.65 ito manuDJa}iite{l 
71 4.1.13 diibubhiiyiimnyatarasyiim 
72 4 .I. 7 4 yaliaiciip 
73 4.1.75 iivaryiiica 
74 4.1.73 iiinigaraviidyaiio fifn 
75 4.1.66 ufiuta{l 
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ii1/6 occurs after a nominal stem bhadrabiihii(z, jiilabahii(z 

which ends in bahu, 

provided the derivate 

denotes a name 

occurs after pwigu pwigii[z 

un78 occurs after a nominal stem kadallstambhorii(z 

which contains iiru, as its 

final constituent, provided 

the derivative signifies 

comparison 

ii1i79 occurs after a nominal stt:m sarrzhitcwii(z, 

which COntainS iiru, as its fak.>f}Or(I.~l, vamorii(l 

final constituent, and is used 

in combination after an 

initial constituent, namely 
I 

SGf!lhitii, §apha, fa~Gf}G, 

viima 

un80 occurs after in Vedic kadriilz 

nominal stems kadru and 

kamaf}rjalu 

un81 occurs after nominal stems kadrii(z, kamalJ.rfalu 

kadru and kamandalu, when 

derivates denote a name 

11-82 occurs after nominal stem yuvati(l 

which signifies yuvan 

76 4.1.67 bii.hvantiitsliJ!ljiiiiyiim 
77 4.1.68 pailgosca 
78 4 .1.69 uriittarapadi:idaupamye 
79 4.1.70 saf!lhitasaphalak~ai}Oviimi:idesca 
80 4.1.71 kadrukamandalvoschandasi 
81 4.1.72 saiJijnayam· · 
82 4 .I. 77 yiinast i(l 
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According to George Cardona (1997)83
, Pal).ini simply lets particular affixes occur with certain 

nominals if they are used in feminine. The affixation rules which provide for this are not put in 

terms of agreement. Indeed, there are no explicit concord rules for number and gender agreement 

in the A~tadhyayi, and Panini's derivational system does not require such rules. 

2.1.1.1Gender rules in Linganusasana 

Generally, in Linganusasana, there are eight methods to determine the gender of word, such 

depending on samiisa( compound), on special meaning, on specific word, on 

abhidhiina(meaning), upadhii, the last sound, the affixes, and on worldly gender. In the 

tatpuru~a and karmadhiiraya compounds, gender depends on the later pada of samiisa.84 For 

example iitmano jfiiinam , iitma- jfiiinam Here in the compound iitmajfiiinam, the gender of the 

later word (jfiiinam) is neuter, so the gender of the whole word becomes neuter. In dvigu samiisa, 

some words have gender of feminine and some words have gender of masculine. 85 The word 

having dvigu samiisa gets neuter gender if the word means collocation, 86 for example 

paficagavam. If the dvigu samiisa word ends in 'a' then the gender of the word would be 

feminine, 87 and the word gets the feminine suffix ft'fp88
, as for example trilokf. But if the last 

word in samiisa is piitra, bhuvana, yuga etc then instead of getting feminine gender it gets neuter 

gender,89 as for example paficapiitram . In the case of itaretara dvanda samiisa, (samiihara, 

ekvat are different) the word gets the gender according to the gender of the last word, 90 for 

example kukku!amayilrau . In the case of samiihara dvandva, the gender of the word would be 

neuter,91 for example sarrz.jfiiiparibhii~iim . When the words transform into dvandva samiisa, with 

the meaning of samiihara only then the word is used in singular number and the gender of the 

word would be neuter92
, as for example pii!Jipiidam. In the case of bahuvrihi samiisa the word 

83 George Cardona, 1988 Panini, His Work and its Traditions, vol ... i (Delhi: MLBD, 1988) 

84 P 2.4.26 parava/liligaf!l dvandatatpuru~ayo[1 
85 Liilgiinusasana (1ng) 133· dvigu[1 strfyiim ca 
86 P 2.4. 17 sa napuf!!Sakam 
87 viirttika of P 2.4.17 
88 P 4.1.21 dvigo[l 
89 viirttika of P 2.4.17 
90 P 2.4.26 paravalliliga'!l dvandatatpuru~ayo[1 
91 P 2.4.1 7 sa napuf!!Sakam 
92 lng 124 dvandaiekatvam 
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means other things except the meaning of words which constitute the samiisa word. The gender 

of the bahuvrfhi samiisa word would be according to the meaning of the resulting word. It can be 

masculine, feminine or neuter, ':lepending on the meaning of the word.93 The word caturmukha!z 

means a god having four faces. Here the word means another thing other than the meaning of 

four or face. The word god is in masculine gender; as a consequence the word gets the masculine 

gender. The example of feminine gender is vidhavii, and the example of neuter gender is 

nirarthakam. There are some words which are used in specific samiisa and in specific position. 

Then there are differences in assigning gender to those words as opposed to general rule. In 

tatpuru~a samiisa, if the word Gliga is used as last word and the word apa is used as the first 

word then instead of getting the gender of the last word it gets masculine gender. 94 In any 

samiisa, if the last word is aha (n) then the samiisa gets the masculine gender. 95 In the 

karmadhiiraya samiisa if the first word is pul}ya (Subha, mGligala) and the last word is aha(n) 

then instead of getting the gender of the last word, the gender of the word would be neuter. 96 lf in 

any samasa which is having any word as the first word, ahna is used as the last word then the 

gender of the word would be masculine97
• ln dvandva samiisa if the first word is va{lavii and 

a§va is used as the last word then instead of getting the gender of last word, the feminine gender 

is assigned to the word.98 In the same samiisa if the same last and first words change their 

position respectively then the gender of the word would be masculine.99 In tatpuru~a samiisa 

with any word as first word and if the last word is upakrama or upajiiii then the gender of the 

word would be neuter. 100 In the same kind of samiisa if urf}ii, §asa are used as the last word and 

the first word respectively the word gets neuter gender. 101 If the word chiiyii is used with the 

meaning of large in tatpuru~a samiisa as a last word then the gender of that word would be 

neuter. 102 The same word is used in tatpur~a samiisa or in any other samiisa as the last word 

93 lng 185 gw:zavacanam ca 
94 Jng 107 n&jyapajanopapadiini bral}iigapadiini 
95 P 2.4.39 bahulam chandasi 
96 Jng 131 apatha punyiihe napufJISake 
97 p 2.<: .39 bahulam chandasi 
98 p 2.4.27 piirvavadasca vafjavau 
99 ibid 
100 p 2.4.21 upajiiopakramam tadadyacikhyasayam 
101 lng 22 grhasasamyam klfbe 
102 lng 127 analpe chiiyii 
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other than the meaning of large, the word can be used either in neuter gender or in feminine 

gender. 103 In tatpuru~a samiisa if the word nisa is used as the last word then according to the 

general rule the gender of the word would be feminine, but along with it the word can be used in 

neuter gender also. 104 In nafi-tatpuru~a samasa if the first word is a(nafi) and patha is used as the 

last word then the word gets neuter gender. 105 In tatpuru:ja samasa the words pada and }a no are 

used as last word and the first word respectively then the gender of the word would be 

masculine. 106 According to the same rule the whole word in the same samasa gets masculine 

gender if bral}a and na41 are used as the last pada and the first pada respectively in that specific 

samiisa. In tatpuru~a samasa or in any other samasa having any word as the first pada, if the 

word rajju is used as the last pada then the whole word can be used in both feminine and 

neuter. 107 In tatpuru~a samasa with any word as the first pada, if the word sala is used as the last 

pada in that samasa, the word can be used in both feminine and neuter gender. 108 In the same 

samasa if the word sabha is used as the last pada and in the first pada if the word raja and its 

synonymous words and the words ra~asa etc other than human beings are used then that 

tatpuru~a samasa gets the neuter gender. 109 In tatpuru~a samasa if sthii!J.a and grha are used as 

last and first pada respectively then the gender of the whole word would be neuter. 110 In 

tatpuru~a samasa or in any other samasa, with any word as the first pada if the word sura or senii 

is used as the last word, then the whole word can be used in both feminine and neuter gender. 111 

In dvigu samasa if the word ratri is used as the last pada and the synonyms of the saf!Zkhya are 

used as the first word then the gender of the whole word would be neuter. 112 Any samasa with 

103 lng 129 suriiseniicchayiisiilanisii!z striyiim ca 
104 ibid 
105 lng 131apathapu'.lylihe napul!lsake 
106 lng 107 n&jyapajanopapadiini bra'}iigapadani 
107 lng 53 samiise rajju!z pwrzsi ca 
108 lng 129 suriiseniicchiiyiisiiliinisa!z striyiim ca 

109 lng 128 rlijlimanu~yapiirva sabhli 
110 lng 22 grhasastimyiim ktibe 
111 Ing 129 suriiseniicchiiyiisiiliinisii!z striyiim ca 

112 lng 132 sa'!lkhyiipilrii ratri!z 
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I 

any word as its first pada and the word ratra is used as the last pada then the whole word is used 

in masculine gender. 113 

In Sanskrit language there are some words used in different meanings. The gender of those 

words gets changed according to their meaning. In Par,tini's Linganusasana, there are lists of 

some of these words. The word ak~a in the sense of eye as an organ is used in neuter gender. 114 

The same word in another sense is used in masculine. 115 The word kaqzsa in the sense of king is 

used in masculine, 116 but in the sense other than living being, the same word can be used either 

in masculine or in neuter. The word kaHha in the sense of direction is used in feminine 117 but in 

the sense of wood it is used in neuter. 118 The word dundubhi in the meaning of a pair of three 

spots on a die is used in feminine. 119 The same word in the meaning of large kettie-drum and as a 

demon the word is used in masculine. 120 The word nabhi in the meaning of n<~val is used in 

feminine; 121 the same word in the meaning of musk is used also in feminine. The same word in 

the meaning of ~atriya is used in masculine. 122 Other than those mentioned above, in all other 

meanings the same word is used in masculine. The word vasu in the sense of wealth is used in 

neuter123
• The same word in the meaning of'ray oflight','light' and 'a medicinal root' is used in 

feminine. Except these meanings, in all other meanings the same word is used in masculine. 124 In 

the meaning of 'ray of light', the word can be used in both feminine and masculine. The word 

sukra in the meaning of planet and preceptor of demons is used in masculine, 125 in the meaning 

of semen virile it is used in neuter, 126 in the sense of white the same word can be used in 

masculine or in feminine or in neuter. Other than these seven words there are many words in 

Sanskrit language, whose gender gets changed according to the meaning. 

113 p 2.4.39 bahulam chandasi 
114 lng 169 akfamindriye 
115 lng 93 fOpadha 
116 lng 96 sopadha 
117 lng 72 kiif!hii digaryii strfyiim 
118 lng 7lkiiffhaprf!hasikthokathiini napu'!!Sake 
119 lng 14 dundubhira/qefU 
120 lng 16 ubhiivapyanytra pu'!!Si 
121 lng 15 niibhiralqtriye 
122 lng 16 ubhiivapyanytra pwJisi 
123 lng 55 vasu carthaviici 
124 lng 51 dhenurajjukuhasarayutanurel)upriyamigava?z striyiim 
125 lng 89 ropadhal) 
126 1ng 91Sukramadevatayam 
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In Lili.ganusasana there are mentions of individual words along with their gender. For example, 

the word a'!lsa is mentioned in masculine gender. (if the word in any gender is used as a name, 

then it follows laukilw liliga.).There are some words whose name or abhidhana are used in same 

gender. As for example bhiimi, vidyut, sarit, lata vanita127 these words or their paryaya are used 

in feminine gender. Like these there are mentions of masculine and neuter gender also. 128 The 

gender can be recognised from upadha 129also. Upadhii is a technical term of Sanskrit grammar; 

it means the penultimate sound of a word. For example in the word biilaka 'k' is the upadha. 

The word balaka is kopadha, because it's upadha is 'k' and this kopadha word is used in 

masculine gender if the word is a ending. 130 Under the same condition, all the words whose 

upadha are ! 131 or !l132 or th 133 or n134 or p 135 or bh136 or m137 or y 138 orr 139 or :S'
140 or s 141 are used 

in masculine gender. The word whose upadha is l 42 is used in neuter gender. 

Sometimes the genders of words depend on the last sound of the word. This can be divided into 

one syllable and more than one syllable. Both of these categories are further more divided into 

vowel ending and consonant ending. Under one vowel ending sound category words included are 

- miitr. duhitr, svasr, potr, nanadr. Except these five words, other words whose end syllable is r 
are used in mascu!ine or neuter gender. These five words are used in feminine gender. 143 

Generally words ending in u are used in masculine gender, 144 as for example sadhu. But if words 

ending in u are used as adjectives, then the gender depends on nouns and the word can be used in 

127Ing 18 bhumividyutsarillatiivanitiibhidhiinani 
128 Ing 43, 49,100,103, 137,157 
129 P.l.1.65 alo 'ntyatpurva upadhii 
130 lng 61 kopadha{z 
131 lng 64 fopadha{z 
1 n lng 67 t;~opadha[l 
133 lng 70 thopadha[z 
134 lng 74 nopadha[z 
135 lng 77 popadha{z 
136 lng 80 bhopadha{z 
137 1ng 83 mopadha[z 
138 lng 86 yopadha[z 
139 lng 89 ropadhal) 
140 lng 93 ~opadha[z 
141 lng 96 sopadha[z 
142 lng 14llopadha[z 
143 lng 3 rkiiriintiimatrduhitrsvasrpot,manandara{l 
144 lng 51 ukiirantaf) 
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three genders. 145 As for example, the word madhu with the meaning of honey is used in neuter 

gender. The same word with the meaning of spring and a name of a demon is used in masculine 

gender. Generally the words ending in na syllable is u<>ed in masculine, 146 as for example gu!Jin, 

riijan, vrtrahan etc. Words which end in tu 147 are used in masculine gender, as for example dhiitu. 

Words which end in Ira are used in neuter gender148
, as for example patra and the words which 

end in ru are used in masculine gender149
, as for example taru. Words which end in is and us are 

used neuter gender, as for example sarpis, trapus respectively. 150 In some specific condition 

depending on taddhita suffix and krta suffix the gender of word can be recognise. Taddhita 

suffixes are other than sup and they are added to words. Feminine suffixes are part of this. Krta 

suffixes are other than tin and they are added to verb roots. U!Jiidi and krtya suffixes come under 

this suffixes. For example-

Affix Definition Added 

after root 

or base 

ac krt root 

an taddhita base 

ani krt-u!Jiidi root 

as krt-u!Jiidi root 

145 lng I 73 gw;zavacanamukiirantam napUIJISakaiJ! ca 
146 lng 48 niinta[z 
147 lng 57 rutvanta[z 
148 lng 153 triinta[z 
149 lng 57 rutvanta[r 
150 lng 134 isusanta[z 
151 Ing 37 ghiijantiisca 

In the 

meaning 

in the sense 

of action 

in the sense 

of action & 

karma 

152 lng 123 yadyarjhgyagafi-al}-vufichasca bhiivakarmat;i 
153 lng 4 anyiipratyayiinto dhtitu[r 
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krtya krt root m the sense neuter1)) 

of action & 

karma 

cha taddhita base in tlw sense neuter156 

of action & 

karma 

tal taddhita base m the feminine 

meaning of 

action and 

svartha etc 

mi krt -zu:zadi root feminiP.e 157 

lyut krt root m the sense neuter 1 ~8 

of action 

lyut krt root m sense of fl . . _emmme, 

instrumental masculine ,ne 

&location uter159 

There are other merhods to mark gender in Linganusasana, such as the gender of adjectives, 

which are according to the gender of nouns. It can be masculine or feminine or neuter. 160 The 

gender of modifiers of adjective in a sentence is used in neuter, for example riima~ atyantam 

pafu!z asti in this sentence the word atyantam is the modifier of the adjectives of pafu[l. Most of 

the numerals have forms in three genders. Forms of pronouns are also different in three genders, 

except the words asmad, yu~mad. These words have one form only, and it is said that the gender 

is not expressed in them. Some genus of fruit is used in neuter gender, for example amra, but 

154 lng 151 asanto dvayackal) 
155 lng 187 karal}iidhikarm;yorlyaf 
156 lng 123 yadyacjhgyagafi-m;-vunchtisca bhiivakarmm;i 
157 lng 6 minyanta!z 
158 lng 119 bhiive lyurjanta 
159 Ing 187 karal}iidhikarm;yorlyaf 
160 Ing 185 gw:zavacanam ca 
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kadall, vadari etc fruits are used in masculine gender. 161 Some genus of tree are used in feminine, 

but with an exception, same as previous. 162 The gender of anukiiraka sabda is used in neuter, as 

for example 'riima!' iti uktam lena . The genders of adverbs are neuter, as for example mandam 

vahati. 

2.2 Gender in Hindi 

Hindi has two genders- masculine and feminine. Hindi verbs are inflected with respect to gender 

of the subject (masculine, feminine). In a Hindi sentence there are gender agreements between 

subject and verb and also among nouns, especially between adjectives and nouns. When pronoun 

is used in the place of noun, then also there is gender agreement between pronoun and verb. As 

for example Ram calega 163 
,( Hindi (McGregor I 972), 164 here the subject ram is in masculine, so 

there are agreement between subject and verb. From the verb calegii one can understand that it is 

used in masculine gender. Object agreement in Hindi involves agreement in number and gender 

and not in person, while subject agreement can involve agreement in person, number, and gender. 

Here the structure of gender agreement would be masc & masc = masc, masc & fern = masc, fern 

& fern = fern. Tense heads a functional projection and hosts person-number features, while 

aspect heads another functional projection with number-gender features. Aspect forms express a 

pragmatic relation, the speaker's decision to view an event as bounded or in progress. The 

morphological expression of aspect in H;;,di is by suffixes. As for example Riihul kitiib paRh-tii 

thii. The past tense auxiliary, being derived historically from a participial form, agrees only in 

number and gender and not in person. The present tense auxiliary agrees in person and number 

but not in gender. The future agrees in person, number, and gender. The future tense in Hindi is 

marked by a single synthetic form which realizes person, gender and number, but the present 

tense is marked by a participle that realizes number and gender and an auxiliary that realizes 

person and number, while the simple past tense is marked by a participle that marks gender and 

161 lng l6lphalajiiti 
162 Jng 162 vr/qajiiti{l strfyiimeva 
163http://72.14.235 .I 04/search?q=cache:8LB3 pp3 f5QJ :www.essex.ac. ukllinguistics/LFG/wwwlfg.stanford.edu/1 fg2004/schoollm 
aterial/agreement/finalday2.pdf+gender+agreement+in+Hindi+grammar&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=3&gl=in 
164 McGregor, R. S. 1972. Outline ofHindi Grammar. Oxford/Delhi: Oxford University Press. 
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number with no auxiliary and no expression of person. One can see this through Sanshit 

sentences and subsequent Hindi translation of those sentences. In the case of larger noun phrases, 

in a sentence if one single element is mentioned in masculine and others are in feminine, then 

while agreement with verb, it would take the gender of masculine. 

As for example-

SNS 1- vimale! elam ujjvalam malam tvam elasyai gw:zavatyai balikiiyai katham na 

yacchasi? 

HS I- vi mala yaha ujjvala mala tu isa gui)avati la<;Iak.I ko kyiiq1 nahif!l deti hai? 

In Sanskrit sentence 'elam ujjvalam ' are adjectives of mala, so its take the same gender 

of mtilii. Here it is feminine. But in Hindi, the adj~ctives of mala are not in feminine, but 

adjective of la<;Iaki in both language is taking the gender (here feminine) of noun. In 

Hindi there is agreement of between verb and objects in terms of gender. 

SNS2 - elani svaduni mi~tannani calicala u~a sanlayai svapnayai dasyati 

HS2 - ye sviidi~!a mi!hii~Viif!l caiicala u~a santa svapna ko degf 

Here in Sanskrit sentence mi~lani is used in neuter so its adjective is used in neuter. But in Hindi 

it is used in feminine gender. Here also adjectives in Hindi sentence of u~ii and svapna are not 

taking nouns gender, because these words are used in Hindi in masculine gender only. Like the 

previous sentence Hindi sentence has gender agreement between verb and noun. 

SNS3 - almani paramalmani ca ayameva bhedf:z yad alma alpajiia asti, paramalma ca 

sarvajiia. 

HS3- alma aur paramatma mef!Z bheda yahf hai ki iitmii alpajiia hai aur paramatma 

sarvajiia hai 

( Here the major difference between in these two sentences that in Sanskrit the word alma is used 

in masculine but in Hindi the same word is used in feminine 
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SNS4- ayodhyarajasya cvatvarab sunava~ babhubu(z 

HS4- ayodhya ke rajake c~ra ladake the 

SNS5- he rtvi}au! yuvam srajau dhtiraytam mm:ztran ca uccarayatam 

HS5- he rtvijo! lipa donol!l mala dharm:za lwro aur ma~ztra bolo 

SNS6- asym!l sarisi tasya parivarasya duhitara(z, tanaya(l, vadhva(z ca snasyanti 

HS6- isa nadf me1!l usa pa.rivar k1lacjakiya, lacjake, bahue'!l nahliye'!zge 

Here in Sanskrit sentence there is no agreement between object and verb, but in Hir.di sentence 

one object is in masculine, so the verb of whole sentenct: takes masculine gender. 

SNS7- ete1li'!l vastuna1!z yojanaya jatuna(t salwlani ahara 

HS7- ina vasUO'!l ko jocjane ke liye lakha ke tuluje Ia 

In these two sentences, in the first sentence, word vastu. jatu, sakala are used in neuter gender. 

In Hindi these words are used in feminine and masculine gender respectively. 

SNS8 -mahata'!l karma~alJl, kat_n;a1Jl nlimani jagati prathitani bhavanti 

HS8-bacje bacje klima kame valo'!l ke nama jag at me'!l prasidha ho }ate hai'!l 

In this example in Sanskrit the word jagata is used in feminine, whereas in Hindi it is used in 

masculine. 

SNS9 - yu~madrsa~ }ana~ eva lwnalwbhu~a~asafigra~ocitan ma~1n trapu# 

pratyabadhnan 

HS9 -tum jaise logo'!l ko ne hl son eke gahan01!l jacjane yogya ma~iYOI!l ko kat ira me'!l 

phit kiyli hai 
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In these two sentences in two different languages, there are differences regarding gender 

assignment. As for example in a Sanskrit sentence mal}i and trapus are used in masculine and 

neuter respectively. But in Hindi, the parallel words of these two are used in feminine and 

masculine gender respectively. 

SNS-1 0 gfivaskarel} sadr/qfi da!u;fapa!Jakrfrjakii{z bhuvi viralfi{z santi 

HS I 0- gfivaskar jaise ballebfija salJISfirme bahut kama hail?z 

Here the word bhuva is used in feminine, where as in Hindi sal?ZSfir is used in masculine. 

SNS 11-pralqfilitfini tu etfini vastrfil}i anyfidrsfil}i eva samavartti~ata 

HS II- dhone para to ye kap¢e dusre se hogaye 

In this example in the Sanskrit sentence word vastra is used in neuter gender, while the same 

word in the Hindi sentence is used in masculine gender. 

SNS 12- rfijapathe gacchata(t pathikiin hastau prasfirya yficata!z bhalqayalfilJl 

manu~yfil}filJl karebhya!z patanti patrfil}i le¢hu1J1 svabhi{z saha dhfivata!z ca biilakiin 

Vfifikfi!z df"~{vii api siisakfinfilJl hrdaye~u du{zkha!JI na utpadyate 

HS 12- sarjaka par jfite huye rfihagfrO!Jl se hath phailfi kara mfilJlgle huye aur khfite huye 

manu~yolJl ke hiitho se girte huye paftolJl ke chfitne ke liye kuftOIJl ke sfitha daurlelJl huye 

lacjakm?Z ko dekhkar bhi gavarnmelJll ke hrdayame melJl du{zkha nahi hotfi 

In sentence no 12 in Sanskrit, words rfijapatha, patra, hrdaya are used in masculine and neuter 

gender respectively, but those words in Hindi St!ntence are used in feminine and masculine 

respectively. 

SNS 13 - sitfim hrtavati ravat;e rfimalalqmal}au kutfram fipatu{z 
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HS 13-jaba riivaf}a sitii ko hara le gayii tab riima la~maf}a kutiyiipe pahWJlCe 

In this example in Sanskrit, the word kutira is used in neuter, where as in Hindi the same word is 

used in feminine. In both sentences one specific time is mentioned. In Hindi it is expressed with 

verb, whereas in Sanskrit according to the rule yasya ca bhiibena bhavala~a~wm(2.3.37) 

saptamf is used. In Hindi while denoting the time there is gender agreement between agent and 

verb. In Sanskrit while using saptamf masculine gender is used. 

SNS 14- harivar~e bhramanta!z bhavanta{z kiyata?z de~iin adhyu~ivanta!z? 

HS 14 -yoropa melJz ghumte huye iipa kitane desof!Z melJl rahe? 

SNS I 5 - harivar~e bhramadbhi?z kiyanta?z desli[z adhyu~itii? 

HS 15- yoropa melJl ghumte huye iipa kitane desolJl melJz rahe? 

In these two sentences there is no difference between Hindi and Sanskrit regarding the uses of 

gender. 

SNS 16- dayiinanda?z sarvlif}i siistriif}i pafhitaviin 

HS 16- dyiinanda ne siire sastra pafjhe 

SNS 17- duyt:indena sarviif}i siistriif}i pafhitiini 

HS I 7- dyiinanda ne siire §astra pafjhe 

In these examples in Hindi sentence the word slistra is used in masculine, but m Sanskrit 

sentence it is used as neuter gender. 

SNS 18- vr~at patanti pakviini iimriif}i dr~tvii dhiivan surendra!z krkjantfm dipikiim 

uktaviin - 'dhiiva iimriif}i khlida ' 

HS 18 - pefjase girte huye pake huye lima dekhkar daufjate huye surendrane kheltf huyf 

dipikiise kahii - ' daufja daucja lima khli. 
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SNS I 9- vr~iit pat anti pakviini iimrii~zi dr~tvii dhiivatii surendrel}a l.7itj.antf dipikii uktii -

'dhiiva iimriil}i khiida' 

HS I 9- petj.ase girte huye pake huye ama dekhkar dautj.ate huye surendrane kheltf huyf 

dfpikiise kahii -' dautj.a dautj.a iima khii. 

In above mentioned two sentences in Sanskrit iima is used in neuter, but in Hindi it is used in 

masculine. 

SNS20- adya capalii dfptavatf 

HS20- iija bijall camakf 

In sentence 28 there are no difference among Hindi and Sanskrit regarding gender. 

SNS21 pu~!ikiima(z manu~ya(z pu~l}e piiyasam asnfyiit? 

HS2l pu~!ike icchuka iidamfko pu~ya na~tra ke samaya khfra ciihiye? 

In these examples in Sanskrit piiyasam is used in neuter but in Hindi khfra is used in feminine. 

From the above mentioned exampled it can be understood that grammatical gender plays an 

important role while translating from one language to another language. In Sanskrit there are 

different kinds of noun phrases, such as adjectives, nouns; pronouns, nouns; etc. Next chapter is 

going to discus about Sanskrit noun phrases. 
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Chapter3: Gender recognition and analysis in Sanskrit: Simple Noun 

Phrases 

3.0 Noun Phrase 

Bhatrhari, the famous grammarian observes "na so 'sti pratyayo lake ya!z 

sabdiinugamadrte I anuviddhamjiiiinam sarvam sabden bhiisate". 1 However fabda is not 

the technical term for word in Sanskrit. A syntactic unit is called pada in Sanskrit. In 

different languages, words are arranged in a sentence according to different syntactic 

rules. A family of expressions that can substitute one another without any grammatical 

loss is called a syntactic category.2 Noun phrase (NP) is one such syntactic category of 

the language. NPs may function as the subject or as an object in a sentence. They often 

(:Ontain some form of a noun or proper noun, but may also consist of a pronoun only, or 

even contain a clause. Though proper nouns like John etc, and pronouns, such as he or 

him are single words, technically they are NPs, because they function like NPs in being 

able to fill a subject or object or any other NP slot. As for example-

(1) John found the puppy. 

In ( 1) John is the subject and puppy is the object. 

(2) He found the puppy. 

Here pronoun he is used in place of John. He is the subject NP here, the object NP 

remains the same in both sentences. 

(3) The puppy loved him. 

( 4) The puppy loved John. 

In both sentences, the same NPs are used but in different positions. But still they behave 

as NPs without any grammatical loss. 

1 vakyapadiya 115,part I, edited by K.A Subrmania Iyer, (Pune 1995) 
2 pg-125 An Introduction to Language, seventh edition,' . Victoria Fromkin. 
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(5) Romeo, who was a Montague, loved Juliet, who was a Capulet. 

NP subject of this sentence is Romeo, who was a Montague and NP object is Juliet, who 

was a Capulet. 

3.1 Simple NPs in Sanskrit 

Sanskrit NPs are constituted by different grammatical categories. The structure of a 

simple NP can be given as following-

(6) {(Adj) ( ... ) N} ( .... ) (conj) 

In the above skeleton, Adj stands for adjectives, numerals, pronouns and krdantas. 

Simple NPs can b~ recursively infinite using conjunctions. Even without recursive 

conjunctions, there may be infinite number of adjectives/mndifiers before the noun. This 

structure can be very complex, like Bal)bhatta's compositions, such as Kadambari and 

Har~acarita. For this gender analyzer the focus would be on simple Sanskrit NPs. The 

example of these simple NPs are given below. 

(7) caficalab biilaka?z caficalii biilikii ca 

In (7) caficala?z and caficalii are the adjectives of biilaka and biilikii respectively and ca is 

the coruunct. Words caficala and caficalii are under the category of noun. Here the nouns 

areused as adjectives and caficalab biilaka?z and caficalii biilikii are separate NPs. 

Numerals can also serve purpose of adjective inside a noun phrase. Such as 

(8) eka?z biilaka?z ekii biilikii ca 

In (8) numerals eka and ekii modifies nouns biilaka and bali/ca. Here eka and ekii are 

considered as adjectives. 

These numerals can also used along with other adjectives. Such as (9) eka?z caficala[z 

biilakab ekii caficalii biilikii ca 

Here eka?z caficala?z and ekii caficalii are together adjectives of biilaka and balikii 

respectively. Forms oflqdanta verb are used as adjectives to the nouns. As for example 

(I 0) has an biilakab hasantf biilikii ca 
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Here has an and hasantf are krdanta forms of root has. These two are used here as 

adjectives towards bti/aka and balikii. Now with these all sentences pronouns can also be 

added as a part of NPs. As for example(] I) sa(z hasan eka(z caticula!z balaka(z sa 

hasanti ekii caiica/ti btilikii ca- here from sa(z to balaka!; is one noun phrase and from sa 

to biilikii is another noun phrase. The nouns are btilaka and balikii here and all other 

words are adjectives to them. 

As J.S.Spejeir observes that in Sanskrit the difference between adjective and substantive 

is not strongly marked. Both classes of nouns have the same declension, and a great 

numbers of them have sometimes adjectival meanings, sometimes they are used as 

substantives. Adjective of a substantive follows the gender and number of the 

substantives. As for example suk/a(z van:za(z, suklii sudha, suklam vasanam, here 

adjective sukla takes the gender of substantives which are masculine, feminine and 

neuter gender respectively. In a noun phrase, adjectives can be of different types. A noun 

can be used as an adjective, like the above mentioned example. Numerals can be used as 

adjectives alone, and along with other adjectives, as for example ekli balikii gacchati, or 

ekii gauri btilikii gacchati. In the first sentence the numeral ekii is used to modify the 

noun ba/ikti. In the second sentence numeral ekii is used with an adjective gauri. In the 

first sentence ekii balikii is the noun phrase and in the second sentence ekii gauri btilikii 

is the noun phrase. 

Pronouns are also used within a noun phrase. For example, sa sara/a balika 

gacchati. Here pronoun sa is used in a noun phrase and it functions as an adjective here. 

Sometimes pronouns are used in a clause, as for example yasyam pafhasalaytim 

mohansya putral; pa{hati tasytimevajagadliaya tanaya(z api pafhati. In this sentence 

pronoun yasyam and tasyam are showing the relation between two sentences. Here 

yasyam ptifhasalayam mohansya putra(z is one noun phrase and tasytimeva jagadisaya 

tanaya(z is another noun phrase. Sometimes participles are used as adjectives, as for 

example hasantf ba/ikii gacchati. Here the word hasantf is formed by adding affix after 

root, and grammatically it is termed as a participle. In this sentence it functions as an 

adjective and hasanti ba/ika is a noun phrase. These noun phrases are arranged 
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according to some rules. Those rules with respect to gender agreement are discussed 

below. 

3.2 Gender Agreement in Sanskrit 

In Sanskrit there is no gender agreement between subject and verb (except when the verb 

is a kfdanta). The adjectives agree with the substantives in gender and number 

3.2.1 Agreement of the verb with the subject 

In Sanskrit, the predicate may not always be a finite verb; a participle, or an adjective or 

a noun may take its place. When a participle is used as the predicate it must agree with 

the subject and in number and gender. As for example (12) saaduktaviin, (13) sii 

taduktavat (14) te~ii''!! vandhanani chitriini (15) kiiryam krtam (i 6) latii chinnii etc. In the 

first two sentences, participles are used as verbs. Here verb agrees with the subject in 

number anc gender. In the last example, there is no finite verb, but the subject and 

predicate part have agreement in terms of gender and number. 

When an adjective or a noun is used as the predicate, a form of the roots as or bhii may 

be used or may be omitted. The adjective used predicatively agrees with the subject in 

number and gender, words like iispada, patra, bhiijana, sthiina, pada etc, retain their 

number. As for example, subhrtya durlabha(z, sampada(z padamiipadii, etc. 

3.2.3 Agreement of the adjective with the substantive 

An adjective participial or qualitative, must agree with the substantive, as for example, 

(17) riipaviin puru~a(l, (18) riipavatf strf, (19) tiini pustakiini etc. But numeral adjectives 

of fixed gender and number remain unchanged, as for example (20) §atam briihmm;tii(l, 

(20) sat am striya(l, (21) vif!Zsati(l biilakiini etc. 

When an adjective qualifies two or more substantives it agrees with them in their 

combined number. When the two substantives differ in gender, the adjective will be 
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masculine, as for example (22) riijii riijiif ca stutyacaritau sta!z, here due to the masculine 

riijii the adjective stutyacarita is used in masculine. If substantives are of three different 

genders such as masculine, feminine and neuter, then the neuter predominates over two. 

As for example (23) dhrti(l ~amiidamo 'steyam saucamindriyanigra!za!z 

dhirvidyiibudhirakrodho etani dharmala~a~ziini manunii proktiini. Here l~amii, vidyii etc 

are used in feminine gender, dama, budhi are used in masculine, and asteya is used in 

neuter gender. Here dharmala~a~za is noun subject and its adjectives are in three 

genders, as a consequence of the above mentioned rule the neuter prevails over the other 

two genders, and so the word etiini is used in neuter gender. If there are two genders, 

such as masculine and neuter then also the gender defaults to neuter. As for example 

(24) dharma!z kiimasca, darpasca har~a!z krodha!z sukham vaya!zl arthiihetiini sarvii~i 

pravartante na sa1Jlsaya{z 

Here dharma, kama etc are used in masculine and sukham is used in neuter, and as a 

consequence, pronoun sarvii~f defaults to neuter. 

3.2.4 Agreement of relative with its antecedent 

The relative agrees with its antecedent in gender, number and person, the cases of the 

relative and its antecedent being determined by their relation to their respective clauses, 

as for example (25) buddhiryasya balam tasya, here the rei yasya and co-rei tasya are 

referring to a masculine person. When the rei has for its predicate a noun differing in 

gender from the antecedent the relative generally takes the gender of the antecedent noun, 

the demonstrative pronoun following that of the noun it qualifies, as for example (26) 

saityam hi yatsii prakrtirjalasya, here saitya is in neuter gender which is different than 

the gender of jalam which is in masculine. As a conseqt.:ence, the pronoun yat is used in 

neuter. 

The relative pronoun yat is used to introduce a clause in Sanskrit sentence. The gender 

of the demonstrative pronoun is being the same as ttat of the antecedent ncun, as for 

example, (27) satyoyam janapraviida!z yatsarJlpatsarJzpadamnubadhniitft, here yat is 
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taking the gender of the word satya, i.e. neuter. Sometimes in Sanskrit the antecedent 

noun or pronoun is omitted and has to be inferred from the gender and number of the 

relative, as for example (28) dhanen kif!l yo na dadiiti yiicake. The prvnouns of the first 

(asmat) and second person (yu~mat) have no gender. They are used in same forms in all 

three genders. The other pronouns follow the gender of the nouns they refer to. 

3.2.5 Participles 

All declinable participles function like adjectives. They agree with the nouns, in 

gender, number and case. The participles often discharge the functions of verbs. They are 

largely employed to take the place of the past and future tenses and more especially of 

passive verbs. 

3.2.5.1 Present Participle 

When a contemporary action is indicated the present participle is used, as for example 

(29) arm:ye caran sa(z byiighram apasyat. Here caran is used to denote the contemporary 

action of the watching tiger. Word caran has gender agreement with the subject sa[z. Here 

caran sa[z is one noun phrase. The present participle is also used to denote a mannt:r in 

which an action is done/as for example (30)gacchan bha~yati. 

3.2.5.2 Past Participle 

In Sanskrit past passive participle is very frequently used in the place of verb. It 

is used as an adjective and agrees with the object in gender, number and case. In the 

sentence, the agent is put in instrumental, while the past active participle is treated like 

verb in past tense. As for example(31) tena kiiryam krtam, here krtam is used as verb and 

it agrees in number, gender and case with the object kiiryam. In the case of past passive 

participle of intransitive roots the agent is put in the nominative case, as for example tada 

prarudito biilaka!:z . The past passive participle is used as a neuter substantive, as gatam, 

suptam, dattam etc. 

3 page-511, Kale.M.R, A Higher Sanskrit Grammar, MLBD( 1995) 
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3.3 Gender recognition and analysis in simple NPs 

As mentioned earlier also, in a Sanskrit sentence, except the verb, the other words have 

gender information with them. As a consequence the major goal of this thesis is to 

analyse the gender of Sanskrit noun phrases. First the structure of the online gender 

analyzer is described here. 

Input text/sentence/word (sundarf biilikii gatavatO 

"' 
Gender Recognition qualifying constituents (non-tifzanta, non avyaya ) 

Gender Analysis 

-!, 

Agreement checking 

"' Determine collocational gender 

The algorithm can be given as under-

-get each sentence as a token 

-preprocess 

-find verbs and aryayas (exclude them) 

-if multiple NPs with conj or commas 

-->get simple NP chunks separated by conj or comma 

-run subanta anayzer (obtain pratipadikas) 

-for each NP 
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--> get gender info (Sanskrit and Hindi) of each word from kxical resources 

(example base, amarakosha, MWDD, corpus etc) 

-->if not found in lexicon 

-->apply gender rule base (vibhakti,patterns, upadha etc) 

-->obtain gender information 

-check agreement (any non N left or right of N is assumed to be a modifier) 

-evaluate collational gender 

The present subanta analyzer4 of Sanskrit analyses the Sanskrit words into prfitipadika 

with vibhakti markers. Now some vibhakti markers help to identify the gender of word. 

Pad a with Pratipadika Vibhakti- Number Gender 

vibhakti marker 

nariin nara iin plural masculine 

phaliini phala iini Plural neuter 

munfn muni fn Plural masculine 

siidhan sadhu an Plural masculine 

diitrn diita rn Plural masculine 

viiri!Jf viiri IJl Dual neuter 

viirf!Ji viiri fiJi Plural neuter 

madhunf madhu nf Dual neuter 

madhani madhu ani Plural neuter 

I 

From this table a rule can be made that if after any word these vibhakti markers appear 

then the gender of those would be according to the table. Here some problems can be 

solved. As for example the word mitra with the meaning of friend is used in neuter, but to 

4 Chandra, Subash, 2006, 'Machine Recognition and Morphological Analysis ofSubanta-padas', submitted 
for M.Phil degree at SCSS, JNU. 
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signify the meaning sun it is used in masculine. So if the word appears in the input in this 

particular vibhakti, then the gender recognition of the word would be easy. The problem 

with this method is that the particular word has to arrive in the input with this particular 

vibhakti. As a consequence after this step there would be huge numbers of words whose 

gender would be unrecognized by the system. 

To solve the problem, one rule can be implemented from Lili.ganusasana. Gender can be 

recognised from the last but one syllable ofthe word. The technical name of this category 

is upadha5(penultimate ). 

Upadha Clause Gender 

k, f, f!,fh, n,p, bh, rna, y,r,~,s ifthe word ends in a masculine 

I if the word ends in u neuter 

This should cover words like stabaka, ghafa, pa~af!a, iotha, phena, bhanu, dfpa, stambha, 

soma, samaya, lcyura, vr~a, vayasa, phala etc. But there are exceptions of this rule, such 

as cibuka, saluka, pratipadika, amiuka, utsaka, kirf!a, mu_kufa, . lalafa, i.nigafa,nw, 

lavaf!a, parf!a, U~f!a, ka~tha, Pr~tha, riktha, uktha, jaghana, ajina, tuhina, kanana, vipina, 

vana, vrjina, vetana, sasana, sopana, mithuna, smasana, ratna, cihna, papa, silpa, pu~pa, 

sa~pa, antarfpa, kwikuma, rukma, sidhma, yudhma, adhyatma, hrdaya, indriya, uttariya, 

dviira, agra, tamkra, vaktra, vapra, chidra, nfra, krchra, randhra, svabhra, astra, timira, 

vichitra, lreyiira, udara, iarfra, kandara, paiijara, jafara, ajira, vaira, catvara ,pu~akara, 

gavhara, kuhara, kulfra, kasmfra, ambara, siiira, tantra, yantra, lcyatra, lcyetra, mitra, 

kalatra, citra, siitra, netra, gotra, afwlitra, §astra, §astra, vakra, patra, piitra, §ukra, 

rjf~a, ambarf~a, pfyu~a, puri~a, kilmi~a, bias, busa, sahasa. Ali these words are used in 

the neuter gender. Some words whose penultimate sound is I, are used in the masculine 

gender, as for example tufa, upala, tala, kusiila, tara/a, kambala, devala, vr~ala etc. But 

among them if any word is used as a proper name, then it would follow the gender of the 

person, especially if the name is a mythical and famous one. As for example the words 

ambarf~a, §ukra are used as the names of a king and the teacher of demons respectively. 

5 P.1.1.65 alo'ntylit piirva upadha 
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I 

In these sense these words would be used in masculine gender only. But still there would 

be confusion regarding many words. 

At this level, to solve the problem, another rule from Liilganusasana would be 

implemented here. The rule depends on the last van;a of the word as shown in following 

table-

Ending syllable Gender Example Exception 

r Masculine pitr, bhatr matr, duhitr, svasr,potr, nanadr 

(feminine) 

u Masculine sildhu dhenu, rajju, kuhu, sarayu, 

tanu, karef}U, priyaiigu ( 

feminine) ,sm~u,jilnu, vasu, 

asru, jatu, trapu, talu, diiru, 

madhu, sviidu. vastu, mastu 

(neuter), adjectives depend 

on the gender of nouns. 

n Masculine gul}in, riijan, 

vrtrahan, 

maghavan etc 

tu Masculine dhatu 

tru Neuter Patra 

ru Masculine Taru 

is Neuter Sarpis chadis( feminine) 

us Neuter Trapus chiitra, mal}tra, putra, vrtra 

[name of a demon] 

(masculine) 

as Neuter Srotas, 

yiidas, manas 

man Neuter Carman, sfman (feminine) 
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j varman 

After the application of the PaQinian rules, there are some Sanskrit noun phrases whose 

gender recognition is very difficult. For these kinds of words the gender can be 

recognized from the last syllable of the word apart from the PaQinian rules. 

The ending syllable of Gender Exception 

word 

a masculine or neuter 

a Feminine visvapa, dar a 

i masculine, feminine, neuter 

f Feminine sudhf 
--

u masculine, feminine, neuter 

u Feminine 

r Masculine matr, duhitr, svasr, potr, 

nanadr and dhatr is neuter 

0 feminine, masculine (forms 

are same) 

I ou feminine, masculine (forms 

are same) 

c Masculine rc, tvac, viic, ruc,suc, sruc 

j Masculine 

I Masculine . 
k Masculine 

!h masculine 

t masculine 

d masculine, feminine 

dh feminine vudh 

n masculine, neuter 

p feminine 
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bh feminine 

r feminine 

b feminine 

§ feminine 

~ feminir,e, masculine, neuter 
-

s masculine, feminine, neuter 

h masculine, feminine 

3.4 Structure of lexicon 

To build a computational analysis system, it is necessary to have enough lexical resources 

along with the rules. The lexical resources used for this purpose include tagged resources 

as shown under -

• Amarako~a 

• Example base consisting of 

o stri pratyaya examples from grammar books (Sidhantakaumudi and others) 

o selected words from a corpus of 140 texts of ordinary Sanskrit. 

• Description of the corpus 

File 1 Source Theme Number Comment 

name of s 

sentence 

s 

Corpus http:/ I sanskrit.j nu.ac. in/ currentSanskritPr yadii aham 10 Simple 

-1 ose/ uddyiinam sentences 

gacchiimi 

tadii 

jiiniimi 
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Corpus http:/ I sanskrit.jnu.ac. in/currentSanskritPr gurubhakta 32 

-2 ose/ !1 arw;-i 

Corp..ts http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/currentSanskritPr aprf~ya na 20 

-3 ose/ kartvyam 

Corpus http:/ I sanskri t.j n u.ac. in/ curren tSanskri tPr biilaka!z 25 
I 

-4 ose/ dhruva!1 

Corpus http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/currentSanskritPr yasya 22 

-5 ose/ budhirtasya 

balam 

Corpus http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/currentSanskritPr cvtari 55 

-6 ose/ preralJli 

srolii1J1Si 
--

Corpus sandesa May, 2005 gatirodhak 130 

-7 khemraj 

nepalakath 

a 

Corpus http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/currentSanskritPr trayal_1 45 

-8 ose/ prasnal). 

Corpus sandesa December 2005 nandiSvara 64 

-9 

Corpus sandesa September 2005 niiamadhva 52 

-10 

• Adapted MWDD, Apte 

• Rule base 

Here the lexicon would be a long list of the pratipadikas or nominal head-words of 

Sanskrit. These words will be annotated with their gender information. Along with that 

these words would have the gender of their Hindi counterparts. There are various 

dictionaries and ko~as for Sanskrit. The proposed lexicon will depend on the Sanskrit -

English Dictionary of Monier Williams and the dictionary of Apte along with various 
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traditional ko~as, such as Amarko~a, Medini ko~a etc. In Lingfumsasana there are lists of 

base words with gender information. The whole list is stored in lexicon, as for example-

Words Gender 
a/qat a Masculine 

agni Masculine 
aji Feminine 
indriya Neuter 
upala Masculine 
kat a masculine, neuter 
camara Neuter 
pad a Neuter 
mukuta Neuter 

The lists of numerals and pronouns with the information of gender are stored as a part of 

lexicon. In the Amarko~a also there are words with gender information. This would also 

be there in the lexicon. Along with these lexicons there would be lists words with of 

feminine suffix with the respective feminine suffix as a part of gender analysis. If in input 

these kinds of words come in the result it would show the feminine suffix as a part of 

result. In the lexicon examples are taken from of Sidhantakaumudi. 

The next chapter discusses the implementation of above mentioned rules along with the 

front end, Java objects. 
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Chapt~r4: Gender Recognizer and Analyzer System for Sanskrit 

(GRASS) 

4.0 GRASS 

This chapter des~ribes the Gender Recognizer and Analyzer System for Sanskrit (GRASS) 

which is a partial implementation of the work done for this dissertation. This system is a 

web application developed in Java Servlet. It takes devanagari input in Unicode (UTF-8) 

and displays the result in devanagari. GRASS has a debug mode also which displays the 

internal states ofthe application. The screen shot of the interface is given below-

--- ~---- ----- ~---~ -- -· ~- - ·-
>,-& ~:::..::: ~+«, .... "' ~ >£: "'-""" • l . .t:.} ~"".., .,;.,..,. ;;-:o"*jj{ ,"' awu 

..... ·------~·;···, 

............ !!.,' )(; :.:· c 
j;p • 

--···· ..... ···::::..:::::.::;:::::..,:::_::__.; __ ;;.;~~:.:.:~:;::..:..::: ___ ....:..~::..::..:::.:.::.:::·:: ... :;.::::.::· 
$1 1$1 i~Gender~mMOy!erhr~(a<ISS).. J f.i • &J ~ • :.JPaoe .. :jTOOs • • 
~~~---·· --== 

The "Gender Recognizer and Analyzer for sanskrit (GRASS)" was partially completed as part of N.Phil. 
rese<~rch submitted to Spedal Center for sanskrit Studies, JNU in 2007 by Nanii Bhadra (N.Phil 2005-
2007) under the supervision oi Dr. Girish Hath Jha • The coding for the application was done by Dr. 
Girish Nath Jha. This application is o•rrenUy under development. Ple<~se re-visit for latest urgrades. 

Enter Sanskrit prose text for gender analysis 
cal & pute test d3ta from here 

···································-······-·· ...................... ___ _ 

----~~-----~~-------------- -- ~-----

fi'Start : vC u. ~ e..-,.o<:;!<_,~ ~_,,.....;:-,;...,r;rl;;~"i;~:m1f6I».:- C'·;.;...~uL--~ ~ - _ li .. ., :· · •• 
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4.1 The GRASS Model 

The following model describes the structure of GRASS 

Input Sanskrit Text 

Unanalyzed 
text 

Analyzed text 

Use of lexicon 

Application of 
Subanta analyzer 

Check again in lexicon for 
the gender information 
after obtaining of 
priitipadika 

Remaining text without gender information +-- Application 
of rules 

Check gender agreement between the noun phrases. 

Suggest the gender ofthe verb forms in the 
corresponding Hindi replacement. 
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4.1.1 How does GRASS work 

After getting the Sanskrit text as input, the system analyses it according to the 

requirements. These requirements are instructed to the computer by the GRASS with the 

help of the main Public class which is called GRASS. Under this main class there are 

other classes which perform various actions. After taking the input, it takes each sentence 

as a token for further analysis. 

After this step the system normalizes the input with the help of the pre processor, and 

then checks if there are constituents to process. First it excludes the verb, and 

indeclinables and marks them as [V] and [A V] respectively. This component checks 

punctuation in input text and tags it with a specific tag. If any punctuation is found 

between two characters without space " " then it deletes them. Also, if any punctuation 

comes to the left or right of a word without space, then this program adds a space 

between the word and the punctuation. It also checks the punctuation, and excludes them 

from the input. 

After exclusion of verbs and indeclinables, the system will search for NPs. First it will 

search for conjuncts or commas to get separate NPs, if there are multiple NPs. Among 

them it will chunk simple NPs, which are going to- be attached to GRASS subsequently. 

Then from the main class, it calls for the fixed lists taggar class for gender marking of 

each word of Sanskrit except verbs and indeclinables. Through this function GRASS 

checks in lexicon for the gender information of the NPs. But the major part of the input is 

not covered by this step. 

As a consequence, GRASS is taking help of existing subanta analyzer 1 to obtain 

priitipadika. After obtaining the priitipadika it needs to look again in the example base 

for gender information, both in Sanskrit and in Hindi. 

1 Chandra, Subash, 2006, 'Machine Recognition and Morphological Analysis ofSubanta-padas', submitted 
for M.Phil degree at SCSS, JNU. 
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Still there are many words the gender of which are not recognized by the system. To 

solve this problem the rule base is applied. With this private class application, the gender 

recognition process is completed. After getting the gender of each word, the system !ooks 

for the gender agreement within a single noun phrase which is going to developed 

subsequently. 

4.1.1.1 Sample code 

public class Grass{ 
public String markGender(String s){ 
StringTokenizer st =new StringTokenizcr(s, "\u0964"); //tokenization based on sentence 
boundary (stop or danda) 
private String preProcess(String tkn){ 
if (tkn !=null && tkn.Iength()>O){ 

tkn = pre.preProcess(tkn); 
} 

return tkn; 
} 

private String checkFL(String tkn){ 
if (tkn.length()>O) 

tkn = flt.checkLists(tkn); 
return tkn; 

} 
private String sup_ analyze(String tk){ 
if (tk.length()>O) 

} 

tk = sa.analyzeSup(tk); 
return tk; 

private String applyRuleBase(String s){ 
String ts = '"'; 

String tkn = ""; 
int cgCounter=O; 

if( tkn.indexOf(":")==-1 && tkn.indexOf("AV")=-1 && tkn.indexOf("V")==-1) //if 
not verb/ A vyaya and not tagged for gender yet 

} 

tkn = flt.checkRuleBase(grass_rb, tkn); 

if (tkn.indexOf("hm ")>0) 
cgCounter++; 

ts = ts +" "+tkn; 

if ( cgCounter >0) 
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ts = ts +" > Masculine"; 
else 

ts = ts +" > Feminine"; 

4.1.2 Lexical resources 

• Example base- In the example base data are stored in two formats, in pada form and 

in also pratipadika form. All data are stored in text file format (.txt). Pronouns are 

stored in grass_eb.txt. The format is given below-

~:=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;~=sm f n:hm;~=sm n:hm;~=sm:hm;~=sm n:h 
-- ' - ' -

m;~<::[l(Jf=sm f n:hm;~:=sm n:hm;fl~~=sm n:hm;~~<:f:=sm n:hm;fiJifCHk'l= ' -- - - - ... 

sm n:hm;~=sm n:hm;~: =sm f n:hm;tlc1ts!ICA =sm n:hm;fi~~C"' =sm n:hm;fl" 
- - -- ' - ' -

~= sm _ n:hm;tiJifUl = sn:hm;Wll: =sf:hm;'fiCIT=sf:hf;~= sf:hf;~=sf:hf;~· =sf: 

hm;~=sf:hm;'fiCIT~<:r: = sf:hm;fiJi'fl!l: =sf:hm;flq~fiiCA =sf:hm;tldr'fl!IJ'I = sf:hm;'fiCIT 
' ' 

~=sf:hm; 

Here s stands for Sanskrit and h stands for Hindi language, m, f, and n stand for 

masculine, feminine and neuter respectively. In the structure sm:hm stands that the word 

is used in Sanskrit in the masculine gender and its Hindi counterpart is also used in 

masculine gender. The gender information is here after the mentioning both the 

languages, by s or h. 

• Along with this example there are also words taken from the Sidhantakaumudi and 

those words are tagged with gender information and also with feminine suffix.As for 

example- ~=sf:hfl:tn:{];~[tfq];:fftqo~~ =sf:hf1tn:{];~=sf:hf1tl"q_]. Here 

along with gender information, feminine suffixes are a!so mentioned within third 

bracket. 
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• There is another example base file where data are stored in pratipadika forr.tat with 

the same structure of earlier txt file. As for example-

~=sm:hm;JIT:ffi=sf:hf;3IT:lRUT=sm:hm;3ITalR=sm:hm;.3l'TG~t=sm:hm;~~~= 

sm:hm;3~=sm:hm;~~=sm:hm;3iJfc:I,<T=sm:hm. 

• In the Amarako~a also there are words with gender information. It is also a part of 

lexicon resource. The data of dictionary of Monier Williams and A pte are also used in 

example base. 

4.2 The environment on which system is going to run-

On the localhost (CD version), the website has the URL 

http://Jocalhost:8080/grass/analyze.jsp On the actual server, the URL is 

http://www.sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/gender . The site accepts devanagari data in UTF-8 format, 

and for that Unicode IME like Baraha2 has to be installed. Otherwise, the user can enter 

some of the test files provided. The JSP interface sends data to the GRASS object, which 

after tokenizing the input sends each word for preprocessing and the result of 

preprocessor to GRASS. The Grass keeps on building the display depending on the 

output from the pre processor-recognizer and analyzer objects. 

4.2.1 The web server 

The GRASS runs on Apache Tomcat 4.0 platform. The details for this Java based web 

server are as follows -

4.2.2 Apache Tomcat 4.0 

Apache Tomcat is the servlet container that is used for the Java Servlet and Java Server 

Pages technologies. The Java Servlet and Java Server Pages specifications are developed 

by Sun under the Java Community Process. Apache Tomcat is developed in an open and 

participatory environment and released under the Apache Software License. Apache 

2 http://www.baraha.com/BarahaiME.htm 
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Tomcat is intended to be a collaboration of the best-of-breed developers from around the 

world3
. 

4.2.3 Java Servlet Technology 

java Servlet technology provides web developers with a simple, consistent mechanism 

for extending the functionality of a web server and for accessing existing business 

systems. A servlet can almost be thought of as an applet that runs on the server side--

\vithout a f.,""' Ja\"' ~e~"lo+~ ~nlro ~n~o ·web n--l:nn+:nns poss:t .. te4 1 H-4\..1'-'• u..) 1 Yl\.1&..:> HlU.""\,.; J.HaUJ aJJt.HJ.\....Glt.iUI lUI • 

4.2.4 Java Server Pages 

Java Server Pages (JSP) technology provides a simplified, fast way to create dynamic 

web content. JSP technology enables rapid development of web-based applications that 

are server and platform-independent5
• !t is one of the most sophisticated iools available 

for high performance and secures web applications. 

4.3 Result Analysis 

For the input-

sundara!;, biilaka!z sundarf biilikii ca gacchata[z 

GRASS is coming up with the result-

~[I. 1 ][sm:hm]~[ I. l][sm:hm]~sf:hfltft{]611ft"!Chlsf:hfTCTq]'if[A V)dl"t-(§l(i:[ 

V]>mascul in e. 

The first square bracket which is occurring after the words is bearing number and 
' 

vibhakti. The second square bracket has the information about the gender of the word in 

Sanskrit and the gender of its counterpart in Hindi. Here sm:hm describes that the word is 

used in masculine gender in both languages, Sanskrit and Hindi, and sfhf indicates that 

3 http://www.apache.org/ 
4 http:/ /java.sun.cornlproducts/servlet/ 
5 http://java.sun.com/products/jsp/ 
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the word is used in the feminine gender in both Sanskrit and Hindi. The words, sundarl 

and biilika have been formed in Sanskrit after adding feminine suffix ~ and c:rq 

respectively after the nominal stem sundara and biilaka. In the square bracket which is 

appearing after the gender information there is mention of these feminine suffixes. At the 

end with a greater than sign the collocation gender is suggested by the system. A 

screenshot of output is given below. 

lf.;;:;;;,' <: < _,JgJ 
:::::1 1 ,;; , X J;,.-< c"' »+ : ,P 

"Gender Recognizer and Analyz~t:r for Sanskrit {GRASS)" was partially r:ompleted as part of 
lre!;eareh submitted to Spedal Center for Sllnskrit Studies, JNU in 20!17 by Mail!! Bbadra (M.Phli 

under the supervision of Dr. Girlsh Nath Jha . The coding for the application was done by 
Nath Jha. This application is currently under development. Please re-visit ror latest upgrades. 

Sanskrit prose text for gender analysis 
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Conclusion 

This dissertation is an R&D effort at the M.Phillevel for developing a gender analyzer 

for Sanskrit. Rules of gender marker for Sanskrit words are collected from A~Hidhyayi 

and from Linganusasana (one of the anciliary text of A~Hidhyayi). The explana4 ion of 
I 

these rules are taken from Sidhatantakaumudi of Bagoji Dik~ita and Kasikavrtti of 

Jayaditya Vamana. The lists of separate words with the gender information are collected 

from Liri.ganusasana and from Amarako~a. Various linguistic resources for gender 

recognition and analysis were also developed and adapted. Besides this, the evaluation of 

tools and techniques-JSP for front end, Java for servlet objects and Apache Tomcat for 

web server was studied and an online interface was developed. 

Limitation 

At present, this system covers only simp!P: NPs of prose Sanskrit. Sanskrit is a reiative!y 

free word order language. As a consequence of this, it is really very difficult to determine 

the exact position of noun phrase even in simple Sanskrit prose for the computer. In a 

Sanskrit sentence there is no fixed place for the verb. This gender analyzer system lacks 

any kind of parsed tree for the Sanskrit sentence. As a result of this, the system can not 

properly understand how to check gender agreement between NPs. 

While recognizing the gender of Sanskrit words there are some ambiguities regarding 

J<rdanta verb forms. In some case it is marked as verb. As a result ofthis, those words are 

not considered for analysis. The proposed gender analyzer system is not able to solve the 

semantic problems at present. In Sanskrit, same words are used in different genders 

depending on the meaning. As for example, the word mitra is used in neuter gender while 

it denotes the meaning friend. The same word is used with same spelling in masculine 

gender while it denotes the meaning sun. The forms of both these words are the same 

from third case ending. The singular form of second case ending of the word mitra in the 

sense of sun and singular forms of the word mitra in the first and second case ending in 

the sense of friend are the same. It is difficult to decide that whether the word mitra is 

used in neuter or in masculine. Sometimes genders are decided from the adjectives. But if 
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the system can not decide about the gender definitely, checking gender agreement and 

suggestion of collocation gender will be at stake. In the case of these kinds of words the 

present system will show both the results as output. In case of suggesting collocation 

gender of Hindi sentence, it will come up with the suggestion that it is masculine. If there 

is confusion between neuter gender and feminine gender collocation gender will be 

displayed as feminine. When there is a problem between feminine gender and masculine 

gender the system will come up with the suggestion of collation gender as masculine with 

respect to Hindi language. 

The gender of the Sanskrit words can be marked from affixes also. This method is not 

applied here. At presently there is no affix analyzer of Sanskrit words. To apply this rule 

it is necessary to have an affix analyzer first. This limitation causes many ambiguities. 

The limitat.ion oflexical resources may affect the accuracy of the result. It is not always 

possible to get the segmented forms validated through the corpus. Dut the sysi:em is 

online, so the quality of the lexicon will always improve. 

The present gender analyzer system will not segment compounds if they are found in the 

linguistic resources. This means that the larger strings may stay as un-simplified. 

The limitations of the analytic process of the subanta analyzer may affect the accuracy of 

sandhi analysis because, if subanta analyzer gives the wrong analysis of a word, the 

sandhi analyzer may not correctly validate its segmentation. One problem with this 

system may be the slow speed due to heavy processing, lexicon and corpora check. Since 

this system will be online and potentially multiple users could be accessing this system, 

speed will certainly be an issue. 

Further Research and development 

The present gender analyzing system is ,anly for simple Sanskrit. The same methodology 

can be applied to build a system which can comprehensively analyze all kinds of NPs, 

such as embedded NPs. This kind of NPs may have multiple noun phrases which are 

related with each other by conjunct, or in a single sentence there can be multiple NPs 

which are co-related by means of a clause. Further research can be put forward in the 
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direction of the other aspects of computational linguistics, such as anaphora resolution, 

discourse analysis etc. On the basis of this, structure gender recognizer for other Indian 

languages can be made. 

To solve the gender recognition problem more accurately, all the rules of Linganisasana 

are to be applied. To achieve this purpose, research can be done on affix analyzer for 

Sanskrit words. 

One of the major goals of this is to design a machine translation system from Sanskrit to 

Indian languages (right now Hindi). To process Sanskrit for this purpose, an algorithm of 

Sanskrit analysis system was presented by Dr. Jha and all the students (2006) as follows 1 

Input text 

[upload file or cut/copy-paste text in text-area component] 

pre-processmg 

charset check ~ non Unicode ~ discontinue 

language check ~ not Sanskrit ~ discontinue 

[LIGHT SANDHI PROCESSING] 

connect to tiilanta db ~ export verbs into a text file 

[TINANT A MODULE] 

tag verbs~ verbs not found ~proceed to next step 

[reverse derivation/duplication for complex verb forms] 

[SUBANTA MODULE] 

connect to subanta db ~ export avyaya data 

1 Towards a Computational analysis system for Sanskrit" in the proceeding of first National symposium 
on Modelling and Shallow parsing of Indian Languages at Indian Institute of Technology Bombay pp 25-34 
on 2nd to 4th April 2006 
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check for avyayas ~ tag them 

connect to subanta db ~ export vibhakti data 

check vibhaktis~tag nps for vibhaktis 

[SAMASA MODULE] 

[T ADD HIT A MODULE] 

I 
[STRI PRA TY A Y A MODULE] 

[KRDANTA 1-JODULE] 

I 
[A VY A YA MODULE] 

I 
[KARAKA MODULE] 

I 
yogyata check 

karaka semantics check 

karaka-vibhakti analysis 

output text display/download/email 
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Appendix 

• Appendix-1 

Sample of Lexicon 

3NIT =sf:h f1CTQ]; 'Q5c.:flT =Sf: H f1CTQ] ;31JUT =Sf: Hfl:CltTJ ;~=Sf: H fiCJlTj; ~ Chl-sf:hf1CTQ"j; 

cm>rr=sf:h f1CTQ"j ;cr<=ffi =sf: h f1c:TtQ; -mr =sf:hfiCTt{l ;~ =sf:h fTW:U; fct<;rffi[CTQ];~[cJC(l; 
dl~dff=sf:hf1CNJ;<1Tm=sf:hf1CTtiJ;[~=sf:hfiCTt{l;~=sf:hf1C1tTJ;~=sf:hf1CTQ"j;Br 

:mc:r.;rr=sf:h t1CTCfJ ;qJfSlJt 1 -sf:h f[Cl"q]; d'f(1T=sf1crcrJ ;q;:ff[Srq] ;~[tfq] ;mifrtmj AfUsd'i -s 

f:hf1Srq];~M~ci')l[~;{)fJluft-sf:hf1trq);mft=sf:hf1trq);~=sf:hf1~;Qii;;:Jl-sf:hf 

[~];a'lc..~c-<i~-sf:hf1tr<rj;CiJtc-<i~-sf:hf1trq];46c-,n-sr:hf1tru"J;4C"ic-n"i-sf:hf[trtrj;'i!R<:r 

~=sf:hfl:~;Cij)ISUln1-sf:hfl~;~=sf:hfl~;~[~;"'JC"I.n[~;3i~T~J;~ 
OCRfr[~;(jC\c-(i')l-sf:hfl~;~=sf:hfTtr'q];~Uic;:(i~-sf:hf;ffililn')l-sf:hfltl'tfJ;L['t.(§Oc-("(1 

[~];L["4§>R'l[trcrj;~=sf:hf;mdr=sf:hf[Srq];tne=C"fr=sf:hfTtrcrj;tmft=sf:hfTtl'tTJ;~ 

fc1=sf:hfl.:trcrj;3ifcllS~(i1-sf:hfltrq);~'l'il{l-sf:hfltl'tTJ;c;:ra'l"=sf:hflt'rtlJ};cfr[tn:rj;fit4Jill"i

sf:hf1tr'q];~=sf:hfttrqj;~=sf:hfTtrq);3l'l'Gll'fft-sf:hf1Srq];3l'l'~t:C1"i-sf:hfltrqJ;3' 

~=sf:hf1~;Q>iiC1ll"i-sf:hfT"trq];~=sf:hf[grq-J;~=sf:hfitrq);(>JJafU1$r

sf:hfTtr"4J;W~fl=sf:hfltrq];~=sf:hf[trqJ;~=sf:hf[trcrj;4t,fC1"i-sf:hfl&l4j;~~ 

~=sf:hfl~];~=sf:hfiCTQ"j;ChJt(>J(>I~iiC"II-sf:hf[CTCfJ;fct~=sf:hf[CT4J;fcr~m;rraft 

=sf:hfl~;~=sf:hf{trq_];~=sm:hm;3frnf=sf:hf;3ITmuT=sm:hm;3IT:»R"=sm:hm;~ 

~T=sm:hm;~~~=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;~2r=sm:hm;311R\fll=sm:hm;3-lTif)fr 

Ci'=sf:hf;~=NA;~=sm:hm·3ii@IR\C"1-sm:hm;311~1fc':lC1-sm:hm;m=sm:hm;31T 

cnT~T=sm:hm;.3fTCOl'SaTI=sf:hf;~=sm:hm;31T(>JTQ"=sm:hm;3fR>I)cp=sm:hm;~=sm:h 
' 

m;3'lc:e;<>t"iCSI-sm:hm;3IT~~=sm:hm;31l"Rt~T=sm:hm;.31TafR=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;~= 

sm:hm;~=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;31aftcn'=sm:hm;3i'f31mf=sm:hm;~=NA; 

~=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;Jr 

~=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;~=sm:hm; 

~=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;~aRT=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;~=s 

m:hm;~=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;~ftc:n=sm:h 

m;~=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;31:lt=sm:hm;~=sm:hm; 

Jra-~=sm:hm;31~=sm:hm;31:l-~=sm:hm;31i\:i14'1Rl-sf:hf;~=sm:hm;31il" 
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~=sm:hm;3ffl<>r=sm:hm;3'1il<4Qf8-sm:hm;31il<"'c-?\ sm:hm;~~=sm:hm;m=sm: 

hm;~=sm:hm;3'11ill<ac=tC"'C\C1-sm:hm;3'11ill<a{jct sm:hm;3'11ili.QctC"'ll sm:hm;~= 

sm:hm;3'1ruC'\ll-sm:hm;~=sm:hm;31"t.-~ct{1'4-sm:hm;3'1C\<4-<.'t\ sm:hm;~~=sm:h 

m;~T=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;3®q=sm:hm;~=sm:hm;3itfrct"=s 

m:hm;~=sm:hm;~~=sm:hrn;3'11Rc:tifcl-sm:hm;~=srn:hrn;~=srn:hm; 

• Appendix 2 

Sample of Verb Lists 

~CfCfikl -[V];~=(V];~=[V];3 Q c:ti{l kl-[V];3'1~ "t.-t§l((i :=[V];$"t.-01fi;;1 (V];\:ii I J I fa-[ 
V];fcr~ltiCI1'tlg-[V];~=l V];4ftc-<a\5if8 [V];3QCI1't)f8 [V];~a=rc=<j=(V];~=[V];~ 

<>rfci=(V];q~<:Rj=[V];mRt=[V];3ffifi<::f=[V];Qifll{llct,-[V];3mfcr~J<1=(V];~~f<1=[V];'5 

~=[V];3C\QCiC"'_-[V];~=[V];3'11JI"t.-3>C"'_-[V];c:;·liClRCi,-[V];iflkltS:llkl [V];~ 

tt=[V];Q(""l!IJ1~01<t-[V];3'11<>ilCh~C"'_-[V];R>1<FQ~-[V];~ISI<afcTI-[V);Otli'4Fc;i [V];~ 

<4'4fc:<i-(V];3'1QC"'llf8-(V];'41{li~('"I-[V];:B"~=[V];fl<AI'lll\5il1Fv<i [V];"Q~=(V]; 

~=[V];Jk<ac-8 [V];ttJJliFv<i (V];3Q~v-llfl (V];3c-41C\'4kl [V];fl:>-il1<4llf8 [V 

];llT'fcl"~rtt=(V];~=[V];~=[V];Jrarcrq=(V];~=(V];~=[V];Qftql&~ll [V 

];~=[V];3'11'i11Qllf8-[V];3'11c:tidll!Ci,-[V];~=(V];3R'Tarc:r=[V];.3-lilr=[V];~ 

R=[V];3'1\5ii'4Ci=[V];t;:!'R'arct"=[V];~Rq=[V];3'1<4~c:ti{)f8 [V];Qllct<Af?> [V];~=[V]; 

3~Cl~-[V];~=[V];'4Hllfc:ci [V];~=[V];clj:>;Jl~ [V];Qfi~c.fc!ct [V];~ 

~=[V];'4Hl!Fc;i-[V];~JG;fi;;i-[V];~'fi~G~ [V];Jfcj~=[V];{SO\jjllkl [V];~ 

=[V];c:nfFcf=[V];CJJ.QCi-[V];~=[V];Qfc)il<4~-[V];-qfcr~ffii=[V];C"'<A:CCfl't)fJJ [V];~ 

"t.-~=[V];~=[V];~=[V];QG;lf.Q-[V];~=[''];ftl611fJJ [V];$"t.-011~ [V];~ 

~=[V];<A"t.-3>1f:?i-[V];~~<""II<fi..=[V];3il@l<ft-[V];311JI"t.-3>ctl<ft [V];¥=[V];~=[V]; 

f<.I~COfi{)<j-[V];3'1¢hC"'C\(""t [V];~=[V];~=[V];Jrffi1=(V];dJ~tS:llkl-[V];31~=( 

V];~=[V];31~Clkl-[V];~=(V];~=(V];<An~llfcTI [V];311Jif.f\tS:<af8 [V];JT 

<:!~=(V];kl8~-[V];JI"t.-3>c-{j [V];filc-Cilii<Aifl [V];~a-<fRi=[V];fcltflC\Ci [V];~ 

~=[V];ttCliC\'4 111i-[V];3'11~fl-[V] ;3CTRT=(V];'8<AI :a lct :=[V];3"t.-l!(i I JOt [V];~=[V]; 

contS:<alf.ft [V];~=[V];a"i<Fll<""ll<ft [V];~=[V];~=[V];<AC"t~{:>;Jllii<A:=[V];m 

CFf:=[V];31<4"arct"=[V];Jlffilf8-[V];QC;"~~=[V];Q<i')lllc-ct-[V];~=[V];~r&Cjdi:=[V];~ 

~=(V];3'1'Q"~~=[V];3-rrf"R=[V];31filc-<""I'4Ci,-[V];~=[V];~=(V];~=[V];m 

Cfl!JfJJ [V];3rc=<T:J.rc«=(=[V];~=[V];~lki~Ci, [V];c-l!Clfl<""I,-[V];3f<>farct"=[V];~=[ 
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V];CliH~kl [V];fclC"'{kl-[V];~=[V];~ICfllc-a.~=[V];~=[V];"O" 

ck~~Q [V];3iklai1Jikl-[V];~=[V];Cli"~=[V];~aff~c=i"I-[V];~=[V];~=( 

V];3~51~~Q [V];~~=[V];J$:{=[V];~ICfG"i)lkl-[V];~ICfCj~k"t-[V];~=[V];~ 

~=[V];Jildi~{§IQ [V];:JI{OQI~ [V];~~TG1=[V];~=(V];CliH~fc!ct-(V];3"Crrir=(V]; 

arffi1=(V];3il<:i~~-[V];U~ct<"l [V];fiJil(!l4kt [V];Qit~c"l--'[V];~=[V];3iCjktf8 

(1:=[V];{4Jilil{~ [V];~2f=(V];'Q"~<:r=[V];J1c=qfclect-[V];~=[V];Q<'ll4c-ct:=[ 

V];UICl~ct (V];310'1\5k'I_-[V];filc-ct4fa-[V];~=[V];ID~=[V];~=[V]; 

~=[V];~=[V];fcmfci=[V];U14ctct-[V];~=(V];Uklc::L!Cl~(""I-[V];~ 

~=[V];3~~{§1fc;;q-[V];~=(V];~=[V];3f~=[V];JI~{§IC"I, [V];Jildi~{§IC"I, [V] 

• Appendix-3 

Debug mode 

The "Gender Recognizer and Analyzer for Sanskrit (GRASS)" was partially 
completed as part of M.Phil. research submitted to Special Center for 
Sanskrit Studies, JNU in 2007 by Manji Bhadra (M.Phil 2005-2007) under 
the supervision of Dr. Girish Nath Jha • The coding for the application was 
doile by Dr. Girish Nath lha. This application is currently under 
development. Please re-visit for latest upgrades. 

Enter Sanskrit prose text for tagging 
(Devanagari unicodeonly) . . cut & paste test data from here 
F;;,-~;--- m • .• •••••. • n- • u n 

I 

Oick for gender analy~is I . p 
Run tn debug mode 

Results 

~[_l.l](sm:hm] ~[_l.l)[sm:hm] >Masculine 
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-----------------START OF Grass.markGender()------------

token=~:~: 

-----------------START OF POST .preProcess()------------

input=mc>f: ~= 

output= mc>f: ~: 

-----------------END 0 F POST. preProcess()------------

-----------------START OF POST.checkFL()------------

!input= ffi<'l": ~= 

output=~:~: 

-----------------ENO OF POST.checiFL()------------

-----------------START OF Grass.sup_analyzeO------------

input= m<'f: ~: 

output= ~[_1.1] ~[_1.1] 

-----------------END 0 F G rass.s up_ analyze()------------

-----------------START 0 F Grass.a pply RuleBase()------------

input= ffi<>f[_l.1] ~[_1.1] 

output= fl«'f[_l.l][sm:hm] ~[_l.l][sm:hm] >Masculine 

-----------------END OF G rass.a pply Ru leBase()------------
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